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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. MOTIVATION 

The guidance of space vehicles during ascent and descent has been an important, 

practical engineering problem since the U.S.S.R. launched Sputnik in October of 1957.  

Through the space race years of the 1960’s and 1970’s, guidance problems were solved 

on the ground, well before the launch of a particular mission.  On-board guidance 

routines had a limited capability to adapt to changing mission or environmental 

conditions, mostly through the use of alternate stored trajectories, or simple adjustments 

to the nominal reference trajectory.  This approach to guidance carried through to the 

Space Shuttle program and can still be seen in the basic structure of the guidance 

algorithms currently in use for the Space Shuttle and other launch vehicle platforms.  

Although the Space Shuttle does have some adaptive capability, only limited ability to 

handle dispersions from the nominal conditions is available. With the capabilities 

available now for avionics computers, widespread interest has developed in the design 

and implementation of robust, adaptive guidance routines that will solve guidance 

problems for ascent and descent (including re-entry and approach and landing) in flight 

and are capable of handling a wide range of environmental variations, vehicle 

performance degradation, vehicle failures and late changes to mission requirements. 

The focus of the current research is on developing and implementing guidance 

algorithms for the descent portion of a space vehicle or launch vehicle booster executing 

a horizontal landing.  The Space Shuttle is the only currently operating vehicle that 

utilizes a horizontal landing, but a number of future launch vehicle concepts include 

either a re-usable booster or upper stage, either of which uses a horizontal landing.  The 
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current research focuses on both the fundamental, theoretical design of the core guidance 

algorithm, and also the engineering considerations that are needed to actually implement 

the algorithms in a real vehicle.  The engineering side of the problem is not trivial and has 

a strong affect on the overall design of the algorithm.  For example, the need to insure 

that the vehicle does not exceed its design limitations for acceleration and dynamic 

pressure has a direct impact on the design of the longitudinal trajectory control. 

The guidance problem for descent has traditionally been broken into three 

segments, re-entry, Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM) and Approach and 

Landing (A&L).  The early portions of the current research focused on combining TAEM 

and A&L into a single, robust algorithm.  It was originally envisioned that this algorithm 

would be applicable to both an upper stage returning from orbit (with a high kinetic 

energy), and a booster stage returning to a landing site after releasing the upper stage for 

ascent, and that the algorithm would be initiated at some transition point at the end of the 

re-entry stage.  However, an examination of the typical trajectory of a booster stage on 

ascent revealed that the traditional approach was woefully inadequate.  The position and 

velocity of a booster stage after it has completed the ascent portions of a mission do not 

match with the traditional approaches for either re-entry or TAEM.  In fact, a completely 

new type of guidance is needed, and that has become the main focus of the current 

research.  A more detailed description of the reasons for this will be provided later, in the 

body of the research. 

Since a booster stage returning to a landing site starts exo-atmospheric, it still 

executes an atmospheric re-entry, but unlike a vehicle returning from orbit, the initial 

velocity and kinetic energy of the booster vehicle is quite low.  Thus, this new type of 
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guidance and trajectory generation has been named Low-Energy Re-entry (LOER).  All 

approaches for trajectory generation and guidance share the need to manage both lateral 

(horizontal plane) and longitudinal (vertical plane) control.  The general approach for the 

lateral geometry design for LOER is the same as for traditional TAEM guidance, and 

LOER also includes the later A&L portions of the trajectory, similar to the earlier work 

on TAEM.  LOER differs from TAEM in two major aspects, both of which are mostly 

evident in the design of the longitudinal guidance.  First, it is designed to function with 

initial conditions appropriate for a booster stage returning to landing.  In particular, it is 

designed to work with a trajectory that starts with a steep vertical drop (steep initial 

flight-path angle) and includes a significant amount of acceleration before the vehicle 

starts to slow down.  The steep initial condition leads to a sharp pull-up maneuver during 

which a delicate balance is needed to insure that neither the load factor constraint nor the 

dynamic pressure constraint of the vehicle is exceeded.  Secondly, LOER is designed to 

maximize the range capability of the vehicle when this is needed.  The requirement for 

doing this derives from the fact that the requirements of the ascent portion of a launch 

trajectory often force a booster to be near its maximize range capability when it turns 

around to return to a landing site.  LOER has also been designed to work with typical 

initial conditions from the end of an orbital re-entry (High Energy Re-entry, or HIER) 

and thus eliminates the need for a separate set of routines for TAEM.  

Although the basic characteristics of the state conditions for a booster returning to 

a landing site seem to be prototypical for a number of different vehicle concepts and 

missions, the literature on guidance approaches for this sort of mission is surprisingly 

sparse.  In fact, all the available literature on re-entry, TAEM, sub-orbital re-entry and 
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Return to Launch Site (RTLS) guidance focuses on initial conditions with shallow flight-

path angles and an essentially monotonic decreasing velocity.  A more detailed analysis 

of the current state of the literature is provided in the literature review section.  It is 

believed that the current approach is not only a unique guidance approach, but is unique 

in solving the particular problem at hand.  Furthermore, the trajectory guidance 

framework presented here is flexible enough to be applicable to a wide variety of vehicle 

designs and is not vehicle dependent.  Thus, the guidance method can be used to assess 

RLV capability during the design phase of vehicle development, and can provide 

valuable insight into the mission driven requirements on vehicle structural strength and 

control capability. 

 

1.2. CONTRIBUTION 

The research presented here contributes to the current body of research in a 

number of different ways.  First, as has already been mentioned, the initial flight 

conditions for an RLV booster returning to base are unique and lead to a guidance 

problem that has not previously been addressed but is solved by the algorithms presented 

here.  In addition to the unique initial conditions, the need to achieve near maximum 

range capability for the booster (due to the requirements of the ascent portion of the 

trajectory) requires a new approach which explicitly attempts to achieve near-optimal 

range performance.   

The current research is also a new contribution to the field because of the high 

level of additional engineering considerations that have been put into the software.  

Engineering improvements include major decreases to the software running time, 
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enforcement of all known dynamic vehicle constraints, solution repeatability when 

guidance is called in an iterative fashion, inclusion of environmental conditions as inputs 

to the algorithm, and a number of other considerations that will be detailed in what 

follows.  The end result is an guidance approach embedded in a practical software 

solution for on-board guidance of an RLV booster.  The guidance software has general 

applicability beyond just RLVs and has also been demonstrated on a glide-equipped 

sonobuoy with aerodynamic properties significantly different from an RLV. 

 

  

1.3. OUTLINE 

The current research can be divided into two main areas, as described in the 

Section 1.1, namely TAEM and LOER.  Note that the terminology used here is somewhat 

dual purpose.  The terms “TAEM” and “LOER” are each used to refer to both the flight 

phase that the particular algorithms are attempting to solve, as well as the algorithms 

themselves, but the context should make it clear which is meant.  Although the final 

result, and the most unique parts, of the research are all focused on LOER, a significant 

amount of time has been devoted to a description of TAEM and the presentation of some 

results.  Not only did a lot of research effort go into TAEM, resulting an a fairly robust 

algorithm, within certain limits, but the general concepts laid the groundwork for LOER 

and the lateral geometry design is very similar between the two. 

Chapter 2 will introduce the general descent guidance problem and will also 

include a detailed outline of the unique contributions of the current research.  Chapter 3 is 

a literature search of several inter-related areas of descent guidance research.  The 

literature search will also include a description of some of the reasons why most of the 
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approaches in the literature do not address the current problem.  Chapter 4 presents the 

TAEM guidance algorithm and some trajectory results using TAEM.  Having presented 

the capabilities of the TAEM guidance, next the limitations of TAEM and the motivation 

for developing LOER are addressed in Chapter 5.    Also described in Chapter 5 is the 

overall LOER guidance approach, followed by details on a number of additional 

enhancements to the algorithms that are driven by practical, engineering considerations.  

The results of the LOER guidance algorithms are presented in Chapter 6 followed by 

conclusions and some suggestions on future work in Chapter 7.   
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CHAPTER 2. DESCENT GUIDANCE PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The current research focuses on trajectory design and guidance for the descent 

trajectory of an unpowered space vehicle, which in this case can refer to either the 

booster stage of a Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) or a space vehicle returning from 

orbit and executing a horizontal landing.  The basic problem consists of designing an 

achievable trajectory for the vehicle, given the initial conditions, which will bring it to the 

desired landing condition, which typically means a desired position, velocity, sink-rate 

and heading angle.  In addition the trajectory needs to adhere to a number of possible 

vehicle constraints.  The vehicles typically considered for this type of guidance are 

unpowered and often have low aerodynamic capabilities (limited maximum lift-to-drag 

ratio, L/D) both of which further complicate the problem.  For a guidance algorithm to be 

successful, it must be able to handle dispersions in the initial conditions as well as 

environmental variations such as winds and atmospheric density variations.  For any 

particular vehicle and mission, the permissible variations in initial conditions might be 

limited.  However, the current research focuses on developing generally applicable 

guidance algorithms and therefore, a large number of initial conditions need to result in 

successful trajectory calculations.  The LOER algorithm presented here has been 

designed to function in a real vehicle demonstration, which results in a number of other 

requirements on the algorithm, derived from both vehicle engineering considerations, and 

also from the abort requirements of the actual vehicle missions. 
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These considerations lead to a lengthy list of requirements that must be met by the 

LOER algorithm, and this is summarized in the following list: 

1. Generate a flyable trajectory from the initial conditions to a prescribed touchdown 

point, true air speed at touchdown, sink rate and heading angle, where “flyable” 

implies that the trajectory has been integrated with accurate models and vehicle 

constraints such that it can be achieved in a high accuracy six degree of freedom 

(6-DOF) simulation.  This requirement also implies that the trajectory should have 

no discontinuities in any of the states or state derivatives. 

2. Generate trajectories from initial conditions near the achievable limits of the 

vehicle, including initial flight with positive fight-path angles, negative flight-path 

angles as steep as 90 deg, all initial positions around the runway, high- and low- 

energy cases and high and low altitude. 

3. Enforce all known vehicle constraints including heat-rate and load limits, 

acceleration load limits, angle-of-attack and bank-angle limits, rate limits on 

angle-of-attack and bank, trimmable angle-of-attack limits as a function of Mach 

number, and limitations on flying on the back side of the lift curve. 

4. Generate trajectories with short enough execution times to be able to run 

continuously in a guidance loop on the order of 0.2 Hz (i.e. be able to run once 

every 5 seconds on a “reasonable” on-board processor.)  Although the changing 

state-of-the-art in processor speed makes this requirement a little “fuzzy”, the 

general idea of minimizing execution time is still applicable and is still an 

important design consideration. 
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5. When re-generating trajectories while flying a previously generated reference, the 

new trajectories should be similar in basic geometry to the previous trajectory. 

6. When the current condition is not near the limits of the vehicle’s range capability, 

the reference trajectory should have performance margin built in so that the 

vehicle can adapt to environmental and vehicle modeling errors.  The margins 

should also allow the vehicle to recover from vehicle failures or damage which 

significantly degrade the performance of the vehicle. 

7. The algorithm should run for multiple vehicle models with no off-line tuning or 

changes required.   

8. Vehicle data (e.g. aerodynamic characteristics, mass properties, etc.) should be an 

input to the algorithm, so that known changes to vehicle performance can be used 

by guidance in real time.  Environmental data (e.g. atmospheric density, winds, 

etc.) should similarly be an input. 

9. The algorithm should solve the complete end-to-end trajectory starting from the 

point where angle-of-attack is not constrained by heating requirements and ending 

with touchdown. 

 

Issue 9 requires some further explanation.  In this research we have made the 

distinction between guidance for HIER vs. LOER.  From a guidance perspective, the 

defining characteristic that distinguishes the two is the availability of full longitudinal 

control.  For vehicles re-entering the atmosphere with high energies, the heating rates and 

the heat load are of primary concern and this managed by flying a prescribed angle-of-

attack profile with only minor variations allowed.  Bank-angle is the only control 
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available to the vehicle until enough energy has been dissipated for heating to no longer 

be a concern, at which point, traditionally, TAEM guidance is activated, and has the full 

range of both bank and angle-of-attack control available.  For vehicles re-entering with 

low energy (such as a booster returning to a landing site), the vehicle energies are too low 

for heating to be a concern and angle-of-attack is fully available as a control, within the 

maneuverability of the vehicle.  LOER is designed to take advantage of this and is not 

designed to solve the HIER problem.  However, LOER is designed to solve the entire 

trajectory problem from the initiation of atmospheric entry to touchdown, and thus can be 

used on its’ own when the initial conditions are low-energy, and can be used in place of 

TAEM to follow HIER when the initial conditions are high-energy.   

The listed requirements capture the goals of the current research and serve as a 

good framework for describing the LOER guidance problem.  Although much research 

has been done recently on new approaches to both re-entry and TAEM guidance, the 

current research is unique in several regards.  First, as already mentioned, is the particular 

type of initial conditions corresponding to LOER.  Very little documentation for any sort 

of LOER is available in the literature.  Some research exists for sub-orbital re-entry and 

booster glide-back, but in all cases, the initial flight-path angles are relatively shallow.  

Some TAEM dispersion analysis has been done with steep initial flight-path angles, but 

TAEM guidance always starts at an altitude much lower than atmospheric re-entry, 

typically around 80,000 ft (vs. 200,000 – 250,000 ft for re-entry.)  Low velocity and steep 

flight-path angles are ubiquitous when analyzing RLVs that use rocket-back to turn the 

booster around, since the requirements for ascent and the sizing of the booster mean that 

only a minimum amount of fuel is available for the rocket-back and thus the horizontal 
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velocity towards the landing site is minimal at the start of re-entry.  It would seem that 

RTLS guidance for the Shuttle would be similar, but in this case the RTLS abort for the 

Shuttle involves turning around with a large excess of fuel and thus the rocket-back ends 

with a large horizontal velocity and a shallow flight-path angle.  In this case, since the 

mission is being aborted, the requirements for ascent and the upper stage achieving abort 

are no longer present, and thus the abundance of fuel for the rocket-back.  The LOER 

algorithm is also unique in that it solves the guidance problem for more traditional 

TAEM initial conditions, in addition to the unique initial conditions described above, as 

well as all flight-path angles in between, including initial conditions when the flight-path 

angle is positive.   

The LOER research presented here is unique in several other ways as well.  The 

requirement to successfully return the vehicle when near its maximum range limit has 

resulted in an explicit attempt to fly near-optimal range control.  Although the quasi-

equilibrium glide (QEG) approach that we will present is not a new concept, the 

importance of acquiring the QEG as soon as possible cannot be overstated.  It is not 

possible to solve the QEG acquisition optimally in an on-board guidance application, but 

large range capability can be recovered through the use of a longitudinal control 

methodology that quickly dampens the oscillations about the QEG condition.  Again, the 

literature on maximum range trajectories for TAEM is almost non-existent, and often the 

TAEM trajectories are specified geometrically in such a way that maximum range 

trajectories can never be achieved.   

A third way in which LOER is unique is in its application of vehicle constraints.  

Vehicle constraints are often included in adaptive guidance routines, but usually only a 
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subset of the required constraints is included.  Mach-dependent angle-of-attack 

constraints are particularly important in the presence of vehicle control surface failures 

which may result in a much narrower trim region at particular Mach numbers.  Limiting 

angle-of-attack and bank rates is important for ensuring the vehicle control system is 

successfully able to track the output reference trajectory.  Another important practical 

engineering consideration that seems to have gone unaddressed in the literature, is the 

need for trajectories be re-generated in a consistent way as the vehicle tracks a given 

reference trajectory.  It may be true that a number of existing guidance approaches would 

exhibit this behavior, but there is no documentation indicating that they have been tested 

in this way.  The need to regenerate similar trajectories while closely tracking a prior 

reference becomes important when actually flying a mission insuring that the vehicle 

only makes major changes to its planned trajectory when such changes are unavoidable 

(significant wind or vehicle changes, retargeting to a new runway, etc.)   

Lastly, the current LOER algorithm is distinguished by the ability to function for 

many different vehicles, with no tuning or changes to the algorithm.  Four different 

vehicle models are currently used to test the algorithm, and all are successful with no 

modifications needed.  Vehicle aerodynamic data and performance limitations are all 

inputs to the algorithm that can be changed both from one mission to the next, but also in 

real-time, if such information is available from some sort of vehicle Health Management 

System.   
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE SEARCH 

As previously mentioned, the available literature concerning low-energy, steep 

flight-path angle re-entry seems to be non-existent.  Although TAEM is not the focus of 

the current research (except as a subset of LOER), some of the early results of this 

research were done in the context of creating a more robust approach to TAEM.  Since 

some of this research will be presented as an introduction to LOER, the literature search 

below includes literature on both TAEM and A&L.  Some limited literature on sub-

orbital re-entry and RTLS is also presented, although neither of these areas directly 

addresses the LOER problem.  An excellent (48 page) literature search for TAEM has 

been done by Chartres for his own doctoral dissertation [1].  Also mentioned briefly here 

are some of the current developments for the other two major flight phases of a launch 

vehicle – ascent and re-entry. 

 

3.1. TERMINAL AREA ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

TAEM is the critical flight phase that brings the unpowered vehicle from the end 

of the entry phase to the Approach and Landing Interface (ALI) point.  As was already 

mentioned, the end of the entry phase is usually defined as the (mission and vehicle 

dependent) point where it is no longer necessary to fly a fixed angle-of-attack profile to 

manage the vehicle heating.  TAEM guidance must take a vehicle from an arbitrary 

runway-relative heading and align it with the runway for proper A&L, and the Space 

Shuttle TAEM guidance does this by flying the vehicle to and around a heading 

alignment cone (HAC), followed by a straight-line path to ALI aligned with the runway 

centerline [2].  Although the Shuttle’s TAEM guidance has proven to be effective, it 
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nevertheless relies on a small number of fixed predetermined reference trajectories and 

cannot perform on-board computations to re-plan a new reference TAEM profile.  For 

example, the Shuttle’s TAEM guidance can select two discrete HAC positions (a nominal 

and a minimum-energy HAC location), and two discrete reference altitude profiles that 

depend on vehicle weight.  Recently, several researchers have investigated on-board 

TAEM-trajectory planning methods.  Hull et al. [3] developed an in-flight trajectory 

generator for both the TAEM and A&L phases for the X-37 RLV.  This method 

continuously solved an optimization problem in order to re-plan the TAEM and A&L 

paths.  References [4] and [5] describe a TAEM-planning algorithm that used a nested 

iteration loop for the small set of trajectory design parameters, which subsequently 

required propagating many trajectory profiles.  Mayanna et al. [6] developed a TAEM 

guidance method based on characterizing the TAEM path with a small number of 

geometric parameters.  In particular, their approach used the placement of three heading 

alignment circles to plan the ground track for a given initial state for the start of TAEM.  

Burchett [7] designed a fuzzy-logic controller for TAEM guidance, and tested this 

approach on the X-33.  Kluever [8] developed a TAEM guidance method for an RLV 

with limited bank-angle capabilities, where the vehicle flew a “bang-bang” bank-reversal 

profile to ensure the proper heading alignment. 

A method for generating TAEM trajectories that do not rely on predetermined, 

fixed geometrical shapes has been developed by Barton, et al. [9] and is based on the 

work completed by Grubler [10].  The method developed by Grubler utilized three 

degrees-of-freedom (3DOF) nonlinear equations of motion.  However, unlike most 

previous trajectory propagators, which used inertial velocity and time as the independent 
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variables, this method used altitude in place of time, and dynamic pressure in place of 

inertial velocity.  This procedure was further developed by Barton as the Kernel 

Extraction Protocol and enabled the trajectory to be designed based on the desired 

characteristics such as the dynamic pressure constraints.  Also, the use of fixed altitude 

intervals allowed the boundary conditions to be accurately represented. This procedure 

had several drawbacks, which resulted in only two-thirds of the test cases examined 

having final positions within the tolerances for the ALI point.  Grubler predicted that the 

use of a corrector would significantly improve these results, but this was never directly 

investigated.   

 

3.2. APPROACH AND LANDING 

Approach and landing is the flight phase that brings the unpowered vehicle from 

TAEM to runway touchdown. The Space Shuttle A&L guidance scheme uses a reference 

altitude profile that consists of an initial steep glide-slope, followed by a pull-up 

maneuver to a shallow glide-slope [11,12].  This two-phase flight-path approach has been 

proven to be effective for unpowered vehicles (like the Shuttle) with relatively low L/D.  

The Shuttle, however, relies on a small number of fixed reference trajectories, where the 

nominal steep glide angle is reduced by 2 deg for heavy vehicles, and the steep glide-

slope is moved 1000 ft closer to the runway threshold for headwinds.  On-board 

trajectory generation may offer a potentially advantageous technique that can safely and 

reliably deliver an RLV to its landing site in the presence of extreme conditions.  

Schierman et al. [13] have developed a trajectory reshaping algorithm for the A&L phase 

of an RLV.  Their algorithm uses a neural network to interrogate a database of pre-
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computed optimal trajectories that span the expected values for the vehicle states and 

critical parameters (such as vehicle drag).  Barton and Tragesser [14] present an 

automated trajectory design algorithm for the A&L phase of the X-34, and their 

algorithm computes the angle and location of a steep glide-slope for flight at constant 

dynamic pressure.  Their algorithm is intended for quick (off-line) computation of a new 

reference profile during the preliminary vehicle design stage, but may also serve as a 

starting point for on-board trajectory generation scheme.  Kluever [15] developed an 

algorithm that re-planned the A&L path by iterating on a single trajectory parameter.  

This algorithm successfully recomputed A&L flight-paths for cases with aerodynamic 

dispersions and winds.  

 

3.3. OTHER FLIGHT PHASES 

Considerable work has been done on guidance methodologies for other launch 

vehicle flight phases.  A brief mention of some of the literature is included here to show 

the larger body of work available for launch vehicle guidance, although the approaches 

for ascent and re-entry are not typically appropriate for terminal guidance.  A good 

overview and evaluation of several methods of ascent guidance is provided by Hanson, et 

al. [16].  The methods investigated for ascent cover a wide variety of approaches 

including the multiple shooting method of Skalecki and Martin [17], the hybrid approach 

of Leung and Calise [18] and the more recent work by Lu et al. which divides the 

problem into an endo-atmospheric and exo-atmospheric portion and includes the 

possibility of coasting arcs [19 – 21].  Other recent contributions in this area have been 
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made by Dukeman [22 – 23], Dukeman and Calise [24], Gath and Calise [25] and 

Johnson et al. [26]. 

 Another area of launch vehicle guidance that has seen much recent work is re-

entry.  As with ascent, a summary and evaluation of several methods has been presented 

by Hanson and Jones [27].  Dukeman [28] utilized a trajectory tracking entry guidance 

method with feedback gains for the linear control law generated off-line.  A numerical 

predictor-corrector method was developed by Zimmerman et al. [29].  An improved 

method of the guidance used for the Apollo missions and the Space Shuttle was presented 

by Mease et al. and Saraf et al. [30 – 32].  The concept of a quasi-equilibrium glide was 

developed by Lu [33] and Shen and Lu [34-35].  Although the glide condition is similar 

to the glide presented in the current research, the guidance approach assumed the vehicle 

was already in a shallow glide condition and thus did not execute a steep dive and pull-up 

maneuver.     
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CHAPTER 4. TAEM AND A&L GUIDANCE 

4.1. TAEM SPECIFIC MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND 

The early focus of the research presented here was motivated by a study 

conducted at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) designed to compare the 

effectiveness of various approaches for TAEM to the pre-existing Space Shuttle TAEM 

software.  The MSFC test suite included a number of initial conditions representing 

perturbations to the typical Space Shuttle conditions at the end of re-entry.  Thus, much 

of the early work done here was on a TAEM guidance approach that would be robust to 

the sorts of variations that might occur during re-entry.  Although much of the work that 

was done in this area was later subsumed by the more generally applicable LOER 

software, significant effort went into the development of the TAEM guidance routines.  

Furthermore, the general concepts for the TAEM lateral guidance are still the basis for 

lateral guidance in LOER.  It is the longitudinal guidance, as well as the overall software 

maturity which is significantly different and improved in transitioning from TAEM to 

LOER. 

The following two chapters will present a description and results from the version 

of the TAEM guidance software that was in use at the time LOER was developed.  It is 

worth mentioning that a number of different approaches to TAEM were investigated 

during this portion of the research with various levels of applicability.  In particular, two 

other versions of the software that will not be detailed here are worth of note.  The first of 

these was designed to search on multiple ground-track tuning parameters, and evaluate all 

the valid solutions for the one which best minimized a user-defined cost function.  

Although this approach worked well, it proved to be too slow to run in an online 
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trajectory generating mode, since a number of potential trajectories had to be generated 

and stored.  The other important version of the software was designed to manage the 

vehicle trajectory in the presence of severely degraded bank capabilities.    The added 

capability to deal with severe bank limits was a very successful modification to the 

algorithms and some of the principles used there may eventually be included in the 

LOER software.  However, most of the vehicle failure modes due to problems with 

control surfaces do not result in highly limited bank capability. 

 

 
4.2. SYSTEM MODELS 

4.2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

Trajectory propagation and guidance calculations utilize a three degree-of-freedom 

model; hence only the motion of the RLV’s point mass is considered.  A “flat-Earth” 

model is used for the TAEM and A&L phases since flight speeds are in the low 

supersonic-to-subsonic regime and therefore centripetal acceleration and Earth-rotation 

effects can be ignored.  Furthermore, because the altitude is below 80,000 ft for these 

phases, Earth’s gravitational acceleration g can be considered to be constant.  The point-

mass equations of motion for three-dimensional flight in a flat-Earth coordinate frame are 
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                  (4) γsinVh =&

    ψγ coscosVx =&           (5) 

    ψγ sincosVy =&              (6) 

 

where lift and drag forces are defined in the usual manner 

    LSCqL =                   (7) 

    DSCqD =            (8) 

 

and dynamic pressure is 2/2Vq ρ= .  The origin of the coordinate frame is at the runway 

threshold, where the +x axis points along the runway centerline on approach, the +y axis 

points left of the runway on approach, the +z axis points above the surface.  Vehicle 

heading (ψ) is measured counter-clockwise from the runway centerline on approach, and 

flight-path angle γ is measured from the horizon to the velocity vector.  Atmospheric 

density ρ is computed using the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere. 

 

4.3. TRAJECTORY PLANNING ALGORITHMS 

4.3.1. APPROACH AND LANDING TRAJECTORY PLANNER 

The A&L trajectory design uses a flight profile similar to the Space Shuttle’s 

A&L flight-path.  Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of this two-phase A&L profile, 

where the RLV initially follows a steep glide-slope with constant flight-path angle γSGS, 
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performs a circular pull-up maneuver to reach the flare flight-path angle γflare, and finally 

follows a shallow flare maneuver to touchdown.   

hALI = 10,000 ft 
   Steep 
glideslope 

γSGS 

Circular 
pull-up 

xTD Flare γflare hflare Runway 
xALI 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of A&L Trajectory Profile 

The A&L portion of the trajectory carried over into the LOER software and 

remains an ongoing area of research.  The later parts of the A&L trajectory are 

particularly sensitive to the specific RLV vehicle performance constraints and nominal 

touchdown conditions, and thus designing a generally applicable approach for this phase 

is difficult.  What follows is a brief overview of the trajectory calculations in use at when 

the TAEM software was developed. 

The goal of the A&L trajectory planning algorithm is to determine the flight-path 

geometry so that the RLV can maintain a desired constant dynamic pressure along the 

steep glide-slope and reach the desired touchdown conditions.  Initially, the algorithm 

determines the QEG flight-path angle SGSγ  where dynamic pressure is approximately 

constant.  A constant- q  glide-slope depends on L/D and wing loading, and is desirable 
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because the vehicle can fly at a constant trim angle-of-attack, and the states along the 

flight-path are predictable.  It turns out the QEG concept is central to maximizing the 

range of the vehicle, and for this reason is an important design concept for the LOER.  

Thus, a detailed explanation will be deferred until the later discussion in the context of 

the LOER longitudinal control.  What is important here is to observe that, at a given 

altitude, there is a unique dynamic pressure and flight-path angle that will ensure that 

both dynamic pressure and flight-path angle are constant.  These values can be 

determined and are the inputs to the next step of the A&L planner.  Once SGSγ  is 

determined, the algorithm numerically propagates an A&L trajectory backwards from the 

desired touchdown conditions to the start of the circular pull-up maneuver.  The 

algorithm iterates on a single parameter (flare flight-path angle flareγ ) until the dynamic 

pressure at the end of the backwards-propagated trajectory matches the dynamic pressure 

on the steep glide-slope.  When q matching is achieved, the A&L trajectory-planning 

algorithm is finished and the proper A&L reference profile geometry is determined.  

Details of the trajectory-planning algorithm are presented in the following subsections. 

 

4.3.2. BACKWARD TRAJECTORY PROPAGATION 

After the proper steep glide-slope has been determined, the remainder of the A&L 

path must be computed.  The flare maneuver is determined by backwards integration 

from the known touchdown state to the start of the flare (or, end of the circular pull-up).  

The flare altitude profile is parameterized by a cubic function of the ground track 

distance, s 
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where s is measured relative to the start of the flare.  The derivative of altitude with 

respect to ground track is the tangent of the flight-path angle: 
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321ref

ref 32tan shshh
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dh
++== γ           (10) 

Cubic polynomial coefficients h0 and h1 are computed from Eqs. (9) and (10) and the 

RLV’s altitude and flight-path angle at the start of the flare, where s = 0.  The starting 

flare altitude is fixed at h0 = hflare = 150 ft.  The second- and third-order polynomial 

coefficients, h2 and h3, are also computed from Eqs. (9) and (10) with altitude and flight-

path angle set to their respective values at touchdown; i.e.,  href(sflare) = hTD = 0 and flight-

path angle γTD (touchdown flight-path angle is determined from the velocity and sink-rate 

at touchdown).  The flare ground track is determined by 

   
flareTD

flareTD
flare tantan2

)(3
γγ +

−
=

hh
s           (11) 

which is the maximum total ground track for a cubic altitude profile with a monotonically 

increasing flight-path angle, and can be derived from Eqs. (9) and (10).  The lift 

coefficient can be computed directly from the reference altitude and flight-path angle 

profiles. 

The flare maneuver is completely determined by integrating dV/ds backwards 

from touchdown to the start of the flare (or, end of the circular pull-up).  The single 

differential equation dV/ds is found by dividing Eq. (1) by ds/dt, and drag coefficient CD 

is computed from the required lift coefficient and the aerodynamic model.  A 
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second/third-order integration method is used to numerically integrate the single 

differential equation in order to reduce the computational load of the trajectory planner. 

The circular pull-up maneuver is determined by integrating γddV /  backwards 

from flareγ  to SGSγ , where the velocity differential equation is obtained by dividing Eq. 

(1) by Eq. (2).  Numerical integration of γddV /  requires both lift and drag coefficients, 

and the required  is determined from Eq. (2) with centripetal acceleration  LC RVV /2=γ&

   
mSq

gRVCL /
cos/ ref

2 γ+
=           (12) 

where R is the circular pull-up radius, which is computed from Eq. (12) with the velocity, 

flight-path angle, lift coefficient, and dynamic pressure from the start of flare maneuver 

(i.e., the transitional point between pull-up and flare).  Solving for the appropriate radius 

ensures continuity in normal acceleration (and hence angle-of-attack) as the RLV 

transitions from pull-up to flare maneuver.  The two-segment backwards propagation 

process is repeated by iterating on flareγ until the propagated dynamic pressure matches 

the desired steep glide-slope dynamic pressure. Table 1 summarizes the key variables and 

parameters for the A&L trajectory planning algorithm.   
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Table 1. Parameters for A&L Trajectory-Planning Algorithm 

Parameter Symbol Variable type 

Dynamic pressure on steep glide-slope 
SGSq  Input 

Start A&L altitude hALI Input 

Flare altitude hflare Input 

Flight-path angle for touchdown γTD Input 

Touchdown velocity VTD Input 

Touchdown downrange distance xTD Input 

Flare flight-path angle γflare Iteration variable 

Flight-path angle for steep glide-slope γSGS Output 

Circular pull-up radius R Output 

Start A&L downrange distance xALI Output 

 

 

4.4. TAEM TRAJECTORY PLANNER 

 Once the A&L integrated trajectory is complete, the vehicle state conditions at the 

ALI point are available for use in the TAEM trajectory planner.  The primary goal is to 

develop a trajectory-planning algorithm that can rapidly determine a feasible TAEM path 

given an arbitrary vehicle state at TAEM initiation.  However, it is important to note here, 

as alluded to earlier, that “arbitrary” vehicle state for TAEM initiation was always 

assumed to be somewhat similar to the conditions at the end of a re-entry trajectory from 

orbit.  As will be seen in the discussion on the short-comings of TAEM, the approach is 

not valid for widely different initial conditions, and this became the principal driver 

behind the development of the algorithms at the core of the LOER software.  The basic 

flight phases from Space Shuttle TAEM guidance  are used, which are presented in 

Figure 2.  During the acquisition phase, the vehicle is banked until it can fly a wings-
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level, straight-line path to the HAC tangency point.  The vehicle is banked during the 

heading alignment phase so that it tracks an inward spiral, where the HAC radius is  

             (13) 2
2 HACFHAC RRR ψ∆+=

where RF is the final HAC radius, R2 is the quadratic spiral rate, and ∆ψHAC is the 

remaining turn angle to-go.  When the HAC turn is completed, the vehicle flies the pre-

final phase, which is a wings-level, straight-line path along the runway centerline to ALI.  

Figure 2 presents both the so-called overhead and direct HAC configurations.  An 

overhead HAC (solid line in Figure 2) is on the opposite side of the runway as the 

approaching RLV, and the ensuing turn angle is greater than 180 deg.  A direct HAC is 

located on the same side of the runway as the RLV, and the corresponding HAC turn 

angle is less than 180 deg (dashed line in Figure 2).   
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x 
Acquisition phase  

 

Figure 2:  Shuttle TAEM Ground Track and Guidance Phases  

 

The TAEM-planning algorithm uses a numerical predictor-corrector scheme, 

where a TAEM trajectory is propagated by numerically integrating Eqs. (1)-(6), and then 

the path is corrected by adjusting trajectory design parameters until the required ALI 

states are achieved.  Clearly, it is advantageous to use a small number of trajectory design 

parameters so that the planning algorithm is simple, reliable, and fast.  Note that in order 

to numerically integrate Eqs. (1)-(6), knowledge is needed of two control programs: lift 

coefficient CL (or, angle-of-attack) and bank-angle φ.  Instead of specifying the control 

histories, the approach is to specify the appropriate histories for dynamic variables (or 

states) that dictate vertical and lateral motion.  Therefore, given the state histories, the 

Begin 
TAEM 

Heading 
alignment 
phase ALI 

y 

Pre-final 
phase 

Overhead HAC 

Runway 
V0 

xALI 

xHAC 

Direct HAC 
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controls (CL and φ) can be determined from the governing equations of motion.  A 

reference dynamic pressure profile is chosen as the dynamic variable to be tracked for the 

desired vertical motion.  A prescribed TAEM ground-track provides the reference for the 

desired lateral motion.  The methods for computing the appropriate vertical and lateral 

controls are presented in the following subsections. 

 

4.4.1. VERTICAL CONTROL: TRACKING A REFERENCE DYNAMIC PRESSURE PROFILE 

 A cubic polynomial is used to parameterize the reference dynamic pressure as a 

function of altitude:          

   3
3

2
210)( hQhQhQQhqref +++=          (14) 

The four polynomial coefficients can be determined from the knowledge 0q  and h0 (start 

of TAEM), ALIq  and hALI (end of TAEM, or ALI), and midq  at a mid-point altitude (note 

that SGSALI qq = , which is the constant dynamic pressure on the steep glide-slope).  The 

fourth constraining equation required to determine the fourth coefficient requires that the 

derivative of the reference dynamic pressure profile is zero at ALI: 

            

   032
)( 2

321 =++= ALIALI
ALIref hQhQQ

dh
hqd

        (15) 

 

This constraining equation is enforced so that the TAEM trajectory ends on the QEG for 

the A&L phase where dynamic pressure is constant with altitude (i.e., the flight-path 
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angle γSGS = γALI).  The A&L trajectory planner determines the target end conditions for 

the TAEM planner (xALI and γALI) given a desired dynamic pressure on the steep glide-

slope ( SGSq ).  The cubic polynomial can be used to derive the drag necessary to achieve 

the right rate of change of dynamic pressure and in turn this will determine the required 

lift through the vehicle aerodynamic tables. 

 

4.4.2. LATERAL CONTROL: FOLLOWING THE GROUND-TRACK 

The bank-angle profile is determined from the Shuttle TAEM lateral guidance laws and 

the ground-track geometry.  TAEM ground-track geometry is uniquely determined by 

three parameters: down-track location of the HAC center (xHAC), final HAC radius (RF), 

and the HAC spiral rate (R2).  Of course, the HAC mode (direct or overhead) must also 

be specified.  At the beginning of TAEM, the lateral guidance attempts to acquire the 

HAC; therefore, bank-angle for the HAC acquisition phase is simply proportional to the 

heading error:           

    ATψφ φ ∆= G             (16) 

where ATψ∆  is the difference between the current heading and a heading tangent to the 

HAC.  Bank-angle for the HAC turn consists of open- and closed-loop terms: 

RGRG
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⎞
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⎝

⎛
= − γφ costan

2
1         (17) 

where ∆R is the difference between the distance to the HAC center and the HAC radius.  

Feedback terms proportional to radial error and radial rate augment an open-loop term 

that is the bank-angle needed to follow a HAC turn with radius RHAC defined by Eq. (13).  
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Lateral guidance transitions to the pre-final phase when the heading error with respect to 

the runway becomes less than 5 deg, at which point the bank-angle is simply proportional 

to cross-track error and cross-track rate: 

yGyG YDY &−−=φ         (18) 

In all cases, the bank-angle computed by Eqs. (29-31) is limited to a maximum 

magnitude of 60 deg. 

 

4.4.3. TAEM TRAJECTORY PROPAGATION 

Because the TAEM trajectory planner is a predictor-corrector algorithm, it must 

numerically propagate the TAEM flight-path.  The governing equations of motion are 

numerically integrated using a second-order Euler (Heun) method with altitude h as the 

independent variable.  Therefore, Eqs. (1) - (3), (5) and (6) are divided by Eq. (4) and 

these five differential equations are numerically integrated from the initial altitude h0 to 

the final altitude hALI = 10,000 ft.  Lift coefficient CL during the trajectory propagation is 

determined by the q -tracking algorithm previously outlined, and the corresponding drag 

coefficient CD is determined by the vehicle aerodynamic tables.  By successfully tracking 

the reference dynamic pressure and terminating at the desired altitude, it is ensured that 

the RLV arrives at ALI with the desired velocity (or energy).  In addition, shaping the 

reference dynamic pressure profile (such that 0/ =dhqd at ALI) guarantees that the RLV 

arrives at ALI with the desired flight-path angle γALI.  Bank-angle during the trajectory 

propagation is determined by the appropriate TAEM guidance phase and corresponding 

feedback control law [Eqs. (16)-(18)].  Therefore, assuming the RLV can successfully 
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track refq and complete the HAC turn before reaching hALI, five of the six states (h, V, γ, 

ψ, and y) at the end of the numerical propagation will match the desired targeted states 

for the start of the A&L phase.  Only down-track location along the runway centerline (x) 

will potentially show a mismatch with the desired ALI down-track location xALI.  

Therefore, the TAEM trajectory planning algorithm corrects the reference ground-track 

so that the propagated trajectory terminates at x = xALI.  Finally, it should be noted that 

200 equally spaced integration steps with Heun’s method provides sufficient accuracy. 

 

4.4.4. TAEM TRAJECTORY ITERATION ALGORITHM 

 Figure 3 presents the detailed logic of the TAEM trajectory planning algorithm.  

The first step is to determine which HAC mode (overhead or direct) is appropriate for the 

given vehicle state at the beginning of TAEM.  For example, if the vehicle is too low on 

energy or too far from the runway, it may not be able to fly the overhead HAC mode 

(turn angle > 180 deg).  Therefore, the algorithm begins by propagating a TAEM 

trajectory to hALI with the overhead HAC mode and the minimum values for final HAC 

radius and down-track HAC location (i.e., RF = 5,000 ft and xHAC = xALI, respectively).  

The spiral HAC rate R2 is fixed at a nominal value of 0.093 ft/deg2.  If the propagated 

trajectory does not overshoot (fly past) the down-track ALI location, then an overhead 

HAC mode is not feasible, since this initial overhead trajectory uses the shortest possible 

overhead ground-track with the smallest HAC radius with the HAC departure point equal 

to xALI (see Figure 2).  In this scenario, the direct HAC mode is selected.  However, if the 

initial overhead TAEM trajectory does overshoot ALI, then the overhead HAC mode is 

retained because it will be possible to adjust RF and xHAC to increase the total ground-
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track so that the RLV terminates at the desired down-track location.  It should be noted 

that if the algorithm selects the direct HAC mode, a second TAEM trajectory is 

propagated to hALI with RF = 5,000 ft and xHAC = xALI.  If this initial direct-HAC trajectory 

does not overshoot ALI, then there is no feasible TAEM path because the vehicle is either 

too low on energy or too far from the runway to meet the targeted ALI states.  

 

Given: states at      
start of TAEM 

Set RF = 5000 ft (min)            Select overhead HAC mode        
Set xHAC  = xALI  (nearest)                  (OVHD = 1) 

 

 

Figure 3: Logic for TAEM Trajectory Planning Algorithm 

 

The HAC iteration block in Figure 3 involves adjusting RF and xHAC until xf = 

xALI.  In order for a feasible TAEM path to exist, the initial propagated TAEM path 

(either overhead or direct mode, with RF and xHAC selected for minimum total ground-

Does final state 
overshoot ALI? 

Numerically propagate 
TAEM trajectory to h = hALI 

No 

Yes: keep overhead HAC 

Run HAC iteration Select direct HAC   
(OVHD = 0) 

converged Reference TAEM 
trajectory 
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track) has flown past the ALI target.  Therefore, during the first pass through the HAC 

iteration cycle, the HAC location is moved away from ALI.  The HAC location is 

adjusted during each iteration cycle only if the propagated TAEM trajectory overshoots 

ALI since it is desirable to plan a TAEM path that involves the wings-level pre-final 

phase from the end of the HAC turn to ALI.  The HAC radius RF is corrected during each 

iteration cycle using a Newton-Raphson scheme.  Numerical trials show that this HAC 

iteration scheme typically converges in 2-5 iterations.  Divergence is not observed, since 

the initial trajectory propagations will identify scenarios where no feasible TAEM path 

exists.  Table 2 summarizes the key variables and parameters for the TAEM trajectory 

planning algorithm.   

 

Table 2. Parameters for TAEM Trajectory Planning Algorithm 

Parameter Symbol Variable type 

Velocity at start TAEM V0 Input 

Flight-path angle at start of TAEM γ0 Input 

Heading angle at start of TAEM ψ0 Input 

Altitude at start of TAEM h0 Input 

Downrange at start of TAEM x0 Input 

Crossrange at start of TAEM y0 Input 

Dynamic pressure at ALI 
ALIq  Input 

Dynamic pressure at mid altitude 
midq  Input 

HAC downrange location xHAC Iteration variable/Output 

Final HAC radius RF Iteration variable/Output 
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4.5. TAEM RESULTS OVERVIEW 

A significant amount of testing was done on the TAEM software presented in the 

prior sections.  Many of the early tests were done using the Space Shuttle vehicle model 

and a vehicle model based on the X-33.  Both nominal conditions and dispersions to the 

initial conditions and vehicle performance were tested.  Dispersions have been 

investigated in a simplified 3-DOF for vehicle initial velocity, position, heading angle 

and flight-path angle.  The effects of increased vehicle drag have also been investigated.  

The results of testing are presented in the figures and plots that follow.  Within the 

context of a guidance package for post orbital re-entry, the TAEM approach was quite 

robust. 

4.6. NOMINAL TRAJECTORIES 

The nominal trajectory shown in Figure 4 was flown using an initial condition 

from a simulated ascent with the booster attempting to return to a launch site at Edwards 

Air Force Base. The second picture shows a zoomed in view of the Edwards runway with 

the green square showing the touchdown point.  As can be seen, the guidance algorithms 

are successful in landing the vehicle on the runway.   
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Figure 4: Nominal Trajectory 
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Figure 5 shows the altitude of the trajectory for all three flight phases - TAEM, 

Steep Glide-slope (SGS) and Final Flare/Pullup, along with the flight-path angle for the 

SGS phase.  In all these figures, the blue line is the reference trajectory and the black line 

is the actual trajectory flown.  It can be seen that there is an altitude error at the start of 

SGS (due to velocity not being tracked during TAEM.)  This results in a short-term jump 

in flight-path angle.  This can be alleviated by shifting the desired touchdown point and 

the result of this is shown in Figure 6.  The simulation has a weighting factor that 

determines how much of the altitude error to remove through guidance adjustments and 

how much to remove through shifting the touchdown point. 
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Figure 5: Nominal Trajectory:  a) Alt vs E/W, b) Alt vs X on SGS, c)Alt vs X for 

Pullup/Flare, d) Flight-Path-Angle vs X  
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Figure 6: Nominal Trajectory with Touchdown Point Shift: a) Altitude vs X, b) Flight-

Path-Angle vs. X 

 
4.7. OFF-NOMINAL INITIAL CONDITIONS 

Figure 7 shows the effect of moving the initial condition north so that the vehicle 

energy is insufficient to make the runway using an overhead HAC.  However, the 

algorithms still solve the guidance problem by correctly switching to the shorter ground-

track, direct HAC solution.  As the zoomed in picture shows, the touchdown condition is 

achieved in the middle of the runway, same as in the nominal case. 
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Figure 7: Direct HAC Trajectory 
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In Figure 8a the effect of a headwind is investigated.  In the first case on the left, a 

headwind is applied in the truth model, and no knowledge of the wind is passed into the 

trajectory planner.  Typically, the vehicle would be equipped with a speed-brake or other 

drag control surface in order to help manage the trajectory in the case of this winds.  In 

this case, in order to demonstrate that correct trajectory planning is also an effective way 

to reduce the effect of winds, the reference trajectory is created with the speed-brake un-

deflected (minimum drag).  Thus, in the presence of head winds, the guidance routines 

are unable to fly the reference trajectory since there is no control able to reduce the 

vehicle drag to counteract the winds.  In Figure 8b, the estimated winds are passed into 

the reference trajectory planner at the start and now, with knowledge of the winds 

available, a trajectory with a direct HAC and a shorter ground track range is created and 

the vehicle is able to successfully land. 

a)  
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b)  

Figure 8: Headwind Case a) Without, and b) With Guidance Knowledge 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the flexibility of the trajectory planner in dealing 

with other initial or final conditions.  In Figure 9, the desired landing azimuth is rotated 

by 180 deg and with no further tuning to the guidance algorithm, a new, correct trajectory 

is generated.  In Figure 10, more severe changes to the initial latitude are illustrated.  As 

can be seen, even with the vehicle’s initial velocity pointing away from the runway, both 

direct and overhead HAC modes can be found and the vehicle landed successfully as long 

as its initial condition is close enough to the runway to have the energy necessary to turn 

around. 
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Figure 9: Landing with Opposite Azimuth 

a)  

b)  

Figure 10: Trajectories with Position Dispersions: a) Overhead HAC, b) Direct HAC 
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As can be seen, the TAEM algorithms are capable of handling large dispersions in 

the vehicle’s initial position and heading angle. In addition, a series of simulations with 

vehicle drag variations was obtained.  Drag variations may be due to poorly modeled 

aerodynamics (relatively small variations) and control surface failures (large variations).  

For example, a failed or damaged control surface might result in excessive trim drag, 

which is caused by a reconfigurable inner-loop control law that is required to maintain 

rotational equilibrium.   

Table 3 presents the final conditions at ALI from six simulations with drag 

variation (the nominal drag case is shown for comparison).  The overhead HAC mode is 

used here.  In half of the cases, the reference profile is fixed using the nominal HAC 

parameters and nominal energy reference, and the ALI target is fixed to the nominal 

value.  The HAC parameters are listed as “static” for these three cases with the path-

planning algorithm disengaged.  Note that the closed-loop TAEM guidance is able to 

track the static reference for the two cases where ∆CD = 10% and 20% (i.e., the final 

flight-path angle and downrange position are close to the static ALI target); however, the 

dynamic pressure decreases for these cases and the final energy at ALI is diminished.  

When ∆CD = 30%, the RLV cannot track the static reference path, and the vehicle stalls 

and goes into a uncontrolled dive well before it reaches the HAC turn. 

The remaining three cases with drag variations in Table 3 demonstrate the 

capability of the trajectory-planning algorithm.  It is assumed that the trajectory-planning 

scheme has perfect knowledge of the drag variations, and adjusts CD computed from the 

aerodynamic model accordingly.  Table 3 summarizes the three drag-variation trials with 

trajectory planning, and the updated ALI targets (from the A&L path-planning scheme) 
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are shown as footnotes.  Note that the angle and location of the ALI target (steep glide-

slope) changes significantly with the drag variation: increased drag results in a steeper 

A&L glide-slope that is closer to the runway.  All three drag-variation cases with 

trajectory planning demonstrated good tracking of the updated reference path, and a good 

match with the updated target ALI point.  When ∆CD = 30%, the RLV reaches ALI with 

96% of the nominal energy and with the proper downrange position and glide-slope.  The 

improved performance stems from the updated HAC parameters, which are significantly 

altered to decrease the total ground track range.  For example, when ∆CD =  30%, the 

final HAC radius is extremely small (4,000 ft), and the spiral rate is small, which results 

in a shorter ground track.  Bank-angle, however, is fairly large (nearly 60 deg) in order to 

follow the tight HAC turn. 

The Shuttle is capable of moving the HAC to the same side of the runway 

centerline for a direct HAC mode if energy falls below a pre-determined threshold.  

Therefore, it is instructive to re-run the six drag variation cases with the direct HAC.  

Table 4 presents the final conditions at ALI, and the three cases with the static reference 

show improved tracking performance with the direct HAC.  However, the first case (∆CD 

= 10%) overshoots the static ALI point by 2,429 ft and reaches 10,000 ft with excess 

energy, and the third case (∆CD = 30%) reaches ALI with low energy.  When the path-

planning algorithm is engaged, all three drag-variation cases show good tracking of the 

updated ALI target.  When drag variation is low (10%), the HAC is shifted away from the 

runway in order to lengthen the total ground track range and deplete energy.  When drag 

variation is high (∆CD = 30%), the final HAC radius is decreased and the HAC is shifted 

closer to the runway in order to shorten the total ground track and conserve energy.  
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Table 3 Drag Deviations Using an Overhead HAC 

DC∆  

(%) 

fR  

(ft) 

HACx  

(ft) 

2R  

(ft/deg2) 

gos  

(ft) 

fV  

(ft/s) 

fγ  

(deg) 

fx  

(ft) 

maxq
 

(psf) 

maxzn
 

(g) 

maxφ  

(deg) 

0  12,000 -30,000 0.26 280,684 548.5 -25.1 -26,327 236 1.36 42.0 

10 static Static static 280,684 512.2 -25.1 -26,418 210 1.20 31.9 

10a 8,000 -35,000 0.13 247,231 548.9 -28.0 -23,010 235 1.35 47.2 

20 static Static static 280,684 472.7 -25.1 -26,527 189 1.21 28.0 

20b 10,000 -30,000 0 238,818 544.0 -31.4 -19,935 226 1.53 52.8 

30 static Static static 280,684 stall stall stall stall 2.50 N/A 

30c 4,000 -35,000 0.06 217,827 536.5 -36.4 -16,105 220 1.64 57.0 
 aUpdated ALI target: γALI = -28.2 deg, xALI = -22,879 ft, VALI = 570 ft/s 
bUpdated ALI target: γALI = -32.0 deg, xALI = -19,589 ft, VALI = 570 ft/s 
cUpdated ALI target: γALI = -37.0 deg, xALI = -15,834 ft, VALI = 570 ft/s 

 

Table 4 Drag Deviations Using a Direct HAC 

DC∆  

(%) 

fR  

(ft) 

HACx  

(ft) 

2R  

(ft/deg2) 

gos  

(ft) 

fV  

(ft/s) 

fγ  

(deg) 

fx  

(ft) 

maxq
 

(psf) 

maxzn
 

(g) 

maxφ
 

(deg) 

10 static static static 206,035 607.5 -29.1 -23,887 289 1.97 58.3 

10a 8,000 -45,000 0.26 251,923 573.6 -28.8 -22,714 265 2.15 54.2 

20 static static static 206,035 542.2 -26.6 -25,897 259 1.81 50.0 

20b 12,000 -35,000 0 222,316 561.7 -32.0 -19,704 241 1.39 49.4 

30 static Static static 206,035 483.3 -25.9 -26,464 223 1.70 49.8 

30c 6,000 -30,000 0.26 202,683 553.3 -36.9 -15,995 234 1.41 52.3 
 aUpdated ALI target: γALI = -28.2 deg, xALI = -22,879 ft, VALI = 570 ft/s 
bUpdated ALI target: γALI = -32.0 deg, xALI = -19,589 ft, VALI = 570 ft/s 
cUpdated ALI target: γALI = -37.0 deg, xALI = -15,834 ft, VALI = 570 ft/s 
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CHAPTER 5. LOER GUIDANCE 

5.1. MOTIVATION FOR LOER 

5.1.1. ANALYSIS OF OTHER GUIDANCE APPROACHES 

What is missing from the TAEM dispersion studies of the prior chapter is an 

examination of significant variances to the initial flight-path angle.  A large variance in 

flight-path-angle and in particular, a steep flight-path-angle, was not considered to be a 

high priority study at the time that the TAEM software was developed, since a successful 

vehicle re-entry from orbit cannot result in a significant variance in the final flight-path 

angle.  A de-orbit burn maneuver has a fairly narrow window of flight-path angles to 

target for successful de-orbit, and the heating constraints on the vehicle for the re-entry 

portion of the trajectory are stringent enough to require accurate control of flight-path 

angle.  However, as will be described in much greater detail in what follows, the initial 

flight-path angle and altitude are significantly different for a booster stage returning to 

launch site, and not executing a return from orbit.  Although the preceding discussion 

demonstrates a high degree of robustness for the TAEM software to certain sorts of 

dispersions, this does not remain true for the low energy, steep flight angle, high altitude 

initial conditions for a typical re-usable booster mission.  In fact, none of the guidance 

approaches available in the literature address these sorts of initial conditions. 

For a booster stage vehicle returning to the launch site, traditional launch vehicle 

guidance approaches are inappropriate.  Typically, this sort of vehicle and mission will 

result in the booster stage experiencing atmospheric re-entry with the associated high 

altitude and low density.  However, unlike typical re-entry from orbit, the vehicle will 

have low energy, no heating concerns, relatively steep flight-path angle and will 
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experience increasing velocity and dynamic pressure at the start of the trajectory.  

Traditional re-entry guidance is inappropriate, since the low heat rate concern means that 

angle-of-attack is fully available for vehicle control.  Typical TAEM guidance is also 

inappropriate because the velocity and dynamic pressure are not monotonically 

decreasing.  Furthermore, most adaptive TAEM guidance assumes simple vertical 

geometry in order to make the solution more tractable, at the expense of optimality of the 

range performance of the vehicle.  Non-optimal range performance is a major 

disadvantage, since the need to get the upper stage of a vehicle to orbit means that the 

rocket-back maneuver of the booster stage usually ends with the booster stage at close to 

its maximum range from the launch site.  Space Shuttle RTLS guidance is not appropriate 

for this problem either, since it also makes no allowance for maximizing range and in 

addition, does not have a steep initial flight-path-angle.  The Space Shuttle RTLS abort 

scenario involves an upper stage returning to the launch site early in the launch, when 

plenty of fuel is available to return the vehicle.  In fact, the RTLS maneuver has to 

intentionally take the vehicle farther downrange while burning off the excess fuel.  Figure 

11 compares orbital and suborbital missions to illustrate the difference in the altitudes 

and energy conditions. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of a) Orbital and b) Rocket-back Entry Flight Conditions 

Perhaps a more informative way to consider the issue is to look at some of the 

initial conditions in the literature for a wide variety of guidance approaches, including 

guidance for sub-orbital re-entry, TAEM, RTLS and maximum range re-entry.  Figure 12 

is the result of an examination of the initial conditions, when available, in a number of 

different references on descent guidance.  The figure shows the results of ballistically 

propagating the initial conditions until altitude is zero.  The trajectories in blue are the 

trajectories from the available literature, and the trajectory in red is the trajectory 

resulting from a reusable booster at the start of the return to launch site phase.  As can be 

readily seen, the reusable booster initial condition is much steeper than any other initial 

condition examined.  Furthermore, the figure only shows what a ballistic trajectory would 

look like.  In actual fact, the booster has to perform a significant pull-up maneuver, a 

requirement which is not present at all in the typical re-entry and TAEM trajectories.  

This pull-up maneuver results in a much higher load factor on the vehicle and a delicate 
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balance between the maximum load factor and the maximum dynamic pressure achieved 

is necessary.  Although it is not presented visually in the figure, the blue trajectories are 

also all initiated at a distance from the runway that is well within the vehicle range 

capability, something which is also not true of the booster initial conditions.  
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Figure 12: Comparison of Initial Conditions for Guidance Routines in Literature 

 

 

5.2. SHORTCOMINGS OF THE CURRENT TAEM APPROACH 

Although TAEM was not designed with the LOER conditions in mind, this does 

not mean, in principle, that it might not be an appropriate approach anyway.  In fact, 

some of the TAEM methods in the literature might also be appropriate, even though no 

test cases to illustrate this one way or another have been presented.  The particular 

approach for TAEM presented in the prior chapters is NOT, however, appropriate for 

LOER and the following discussion shows why.  Figure 13 and Figure 14 are illustrative 

of the problems encountered often using TAEM trajectory design principles for a LOER 

initial condition.  In this case, the TAEM trajectory design is based on deriving a 
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reference dynamic pressure profile that is a cubic polynomial in altitude, as described in 

the prior chapters.  The figures show the results of attempting to fly the cubic dynamic 

pressure reference for a typical TAEM initial condition and a typical LOER initial 

condition.  It can be seen in Figure 13 that the reference is easily tracked when the initial 

condition is typical for TAEM.  However, Figure 14 illustrates that a cubic reference is 

not tracked at all for a LOER initial condition and is an inappropriate method of 

trajectory design.  Although in some cases the vehicle was brought to a successful 

landing by attempting (poorly) to follow the cubic reference, testing quickly showed that 

this was the exception, not the norm, and in most cases, no solution could be found with 

the proposed dynamic pressure reference.  Furthermore, fixing the longitudinal geometry 

of the TAEM trajectory to a cubic in dynamic pressure does not allow any maximizing of 

the range achieved by the vehicle.  For a vehicle returning from orbit, the re-entry portion 

of the trajectory is designed to leave the vehicle with sufficient range margin for TAEM.  

Re-usable launch vehicle boosters, on the other hand, will usually be near the range limits 

of the vehicle when LOER guidance is initiated. 
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Figure 13. Dynamic Pressure Tracking for TAEM Initial Conditions 
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Figure 14. Dynamic Pressure Tracking for LOER Initial Conditions 
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As a result of these considerations, a new flight phase to handle the re-entry and 

return to launch site of a booster vehicle was conceived and the guidance for this phase 

was developed.  In fact, the guidance algorithms developed combine the re-entry portions 

of the trajectory with TAEM and A&L, resulting in a single reference trajectory from the 

start of LOER to touchdown that is able to achieve almost optimal range performance.  A 

combination of lateral and longitudinal trajectory planning is used to insure that 

maximum range is achieved when needed, the vehicle is aligned to the runway for 

landing, and the energy is managed to insure an acceptable touchdown velocity and sink 

rate.  Since the LOER guidance is end-to-end from the start of atmospheric entry to 

touchdown, it is able to be used in place of TAEM and A&L in a more traditional descent 

scenario involving an upper stage returning from orbit.  LOER has been significantly 

tested with both types of initial conditions. 

5.3. LOER GUIDANCE 

The LOER algorithm blends the low energy reentry flight phase, the TAEM flight 

phase, and A&L into a single algorithm. The objective is to determine a trajectory 

solution that aligns the vehicle with the runway for landing and dissipates the appropriate 

amount of energy so that the touchdown point is achieved with the correct velocity and 

sink rate.  Trajectory solutions that map a vehicle initial condition down to touchdown at 

a specified runway are obtained by numerically integrating a point-mass vehicle model 

along a commanded reference profile. The point-mass model contains an embedded 

control structure to satisfy longitudinal and lateral tracking objectives: 
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1. Longitudinal: fly at maximum L/D while tracking an equilibrium solution of 

flight-path angle and dynamic pressure computed at ALI using angle-of-attack 

commands 

2. Lateral: track a specified HAC geometry using vehicle bank commands  

 

The numerical propagation is iterated with updated HAC parameters until the 

vehicle achieves the landing point with the specified touchdown conditions.  LOER has 

also been successfully tested using initial conditions that correspond to the end of the 

Shuttle Orbiter HIER flight phase.  Thus, the LOER algorithm is also successful as a 

standard TAEM/A&L algorithm and can generate trajectories for vehicles initiating at the 

end of a classic Orbital Reentry maneuver. 

One of the key design requirements for LOER is to achieve near optimal range 

capability when needed.  Thus, an investigation into fully optimal range trajectories was 

done.  The conclusion from this study was that near optimal range can be achieved by 

acquiring a QEG as quickly as possible, damping out oscillations around the glide-slope 

in order to minimize the phugoid response.  Without damping, peak dynamic pressure 

values are too high, and significant range capability is lost.  In Appendix A, some results 

will be shown on the determination of optimal range capability and comparisons with the 

actual range achieved by LOER guidance. 

The following description of the LOER guidance algorithm begins with an 

overview of the three flight phases and defines the basic functions of each. This is 

followed by a description of the dual forward and backwards numerical integration and 

longitudinal tracking strategies used to generate trajectory solutions. The next section 
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reviews two methods of adjusting the achieved range on successive numerical iterations 

so that the targeted downrange coordinate at the interface point is reached. Then a 

program overview is presented which steps through the solution procedure. The next 

section describes key functional improvements that have been paramount in solving a 

large range of initial conditions, and a footprint analysis is presented last.  

 

 

5.4. FLIGHT PHASE OVERVIEW 

Low Energy Re-entry, TAEM and A&L flight phases are all solved within the 

Barron Associates LOER algorithm. The objective is to determine a trajectory solution 

that aligns the vehicle to the runway for landing and dissipates the appropriate amount of 

vehicle energy to reach the touchdown point with the correct velocity and sink rate.  The 

target landing point is reached by selecting an appropriate HAC turn configuration and 

then iterating on the geometric parameters to add or remove range.  There is no 

distinction between the low energy re-entry phase and the TAEM phase. A more effective 

classification for LOER is the following phases illustrated in Figure 15:  

1. Range-optimal Entry/Heading Alignment Cone (HAC) acquisition: 

optimize range by flying at maximum L/D while tracking an equilibrium dynamic 

pressure and flight-path angle solution to attenuate modal dynamic response, use bank 

commands to attain HAC tangency 

2. HAC Turn: use bank commands to follow the reference HAC geometry 

and align with the runway, angle-of-attack commands are used to recover equilibrium 

dynamic pressure and flight-path angle post-HAC 
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3. Approach and Landing: manage the vehicle dynamic pressure and 

glidepath to satisfy the specified touchdown conditions 

Groundtrack

Heading 
Alignment Cone 

(HAC) 

Approach/Landing 
Touchdown & Rollout

Alt ≤ 10K ft 

Acquisition 
w/HAC 

End of De-Orbit burn 

Range-optimal 
Entry/HAC acquisition 

 

Figure 15. Depiction of TAEM/A&L Flight Phases 

The transition between the three phases varies between numerical propagations 

because it is a function of the vehicle state trajectory and tracking performance. The only 

fixed constraints are the landing point touchdown conditions, the initial conditions and an 

upper bound on the transition altitude to A&L (10,000 feet). 

Figure 16 illustrates the two possible HAC configurations, an overhead (OH) or 

direct (DIR) HAC.  An OH HAC center lies on the opposite side of the runway centerline 

from the vehicle initial condition, while a DIR HAC center lies on the same side. By 

extension of this definition it is apparent that OH HAC trajectories will cross the runway 

centerline and require a change in vehicle heading of greater than 180 degrees. The 
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geometric parameters that are used to adjust the vehicle ground-track are the HAC center 

location and HAC radius, XHAC and RF.  These are the free parameters that must be 

adjusted in order to successfully manage the vehicle range for landing.  

Several of the standard point-mass vehicle states are modified to accommodate 

tracking the HAC geometry in the LOER algorithm. Standard latitude and longitude 

coordinates are replaced with downrange (X) and cross-range (Y) position states in the 

runway relative coordinate frame defined in Figure 16. The vehicle velocity heading 

angle is also computed in this runway relative coordinate frame so that driving the 

heading state to zero implies that the vehicle is aligned with the runway. The origin of the 

runway relative coordinate frame is the target touchdown point, hence a successful 

landing drives heading, downrange, and crossrange states to zero while achieving the 

target touchdown velocity and sink rate.  

Direct HAC

 

Figure 16.  Direct and Overhead HAC Geometric Parameters 
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Crossrange , Y 

Downrange, X 
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The A&L flight phase consists of three discrete flight segments that connect the 

vehicle states post-HAC with the desired touchdown conditions. Figure 17 illustrates the 

relation between the individual segments of the A&L flight phase.  The Steep Glide-slope 

(SGS) follows an equilibrium trajectory that maximizes vehicle range. The particular 

SGS flown matches the QEG solution for the rest of the trajectory.  The circular pull-up 

quickly shallows the flight-path angle and removes excessive dynamic pressure in 

transitioning from the glide-slope to the final flare. The flare maneuver follows a 

reference altitude profile to land the vehicle at the touchdown point.  

 

Figure 17.  Depiction of A&L Flight Phases 

 

5.5. LOER INTEGRATED TRAJECTORIES 

Numerical integration of a point-mass dynamic model provides a trajectory that 

maps from a vehicle initial condition to a successful touchdown at the landing site. The 

equations of motion are the same equations as used for developing TAEM, see Eqs. (1)-

(6).   
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Because LOER flight phases are not subject to heating constraints, angle-of-attack 

is included as a free parameter for the dynamic model to manage the vehicle energy. The 

vehicle bank-angle is used to track the reference ground-track geometry. The integrated 

trajectories are formed in two phases. The first phase is a forward integration through the 

entry/TAEM portion of the flight where dual constraints on energy and range are satisfied 

at the Approach and Landing Intersection altitude (hALI). The second phase is a 

backwards integration from the touchdown point back up to hALI. These two phases are 

solved in succession, adjusting the ground-track until the downrange coordinate at the 

interface aligns.    

 

 

5.6. FORWARD PATH INTEGRATION ALONG EQUILIBRIUM GLIDE-SLOPE 

A longitudinal control based around achieving a Quasi-Equilibrium Glide-slope at 

the maximum L/D condition gives near optimal range performance.  The actual 

longitudinal control will be based on using a scale factor of maximum L/D, in order to 

provide range margin in the event of poor vehicle performance.  The maximum scale 

factor of one is only used when it is required to land (i.e. the vehicle is near the limits of 

range capability).  The following is the derivation of the QEG solution.   

The flight mechanics of a gliding aircraft is often treated using a steady-state or 

equilibrium solution, where it is assumed that both velocity and flight-path angle remain 

constant.  Mathematically, this steady-state solution is the result of two static differential 

equations 

 sin 0DV g
m

γ−
= − =&  (19) 
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 cos 0LV g
m

γ = − =& γ  (20) 

Equations (19) and (20) can be solved for sinγ and cosγ and the results combined 

to yield 

 1tan
/L D

γ −
=  (21) 

Equation (21) is a classic result for “equilibrium glide,” and it implies that the 

minimum flight-path angle can be achieved at maximum lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio.  This 

form of equilibrium glide, however, cannot generally be maintained because as the glider 

descends, air density increases, which causes dynamic pressure (and lift and drag forces) 

to increase even if velocity and angle-of-attack are held constant.  Therefore, it is more 

instructive to analyze an equilibrium condition where dynamic pressure remains constant; 

this condition will allow flight at constant flight-path angle with a constant angle-of-

attack.  Furthermore, it will be shown that this equilibrium condition leads to near-

optimal range performance and therefore can serve as a basis for a guidance law. 

The new QEG condition can be derived by solving the coupled equations 

 cos 0L g
mV V

γ = − =& γ  (22) 

 
/sin 0

sin
Dd dh SCq V q g

m
ρ ργ

ρ γ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞

= − −⎢ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

& ρ =⎥  (23) 

for the equilibrium solution ( ,ref refq )γ . Therefore, the QEG condition is comprised of the 

algebraic equations (22) and(23), which are functions of four variables: dynamic pressure 

q , flight-path angle γ, altitude h, and angle-of-attack α (note that the aerodynamic 
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coefficients are functions of α and Mach number, and that the combination of q and h 

determines Mach number).  We have two equations with four unknowns, and therefore 

we must select (or fix) two of the unknown variables.  In the LOER algorithm we choose 

to fix angle-of-attack α to the maximum L/D value (or a scale factor of it) and altitude h 

to the ALI altitude and then solve equations (22) and (23) for the dynamic pressure and 

flight-path angle values that preserve the QEG condition.  It should be noted that the lift 

(L) in Eqn. (22) is a non-linear function of the dynamic pressure, and thus the two 

equations must be solved numerically using an iterative scheme; a secant-method search 

typically converges in 6-7 iterations. 

It is not necessary or desired to fly at the limit of the achievable range. The 

purpose of the adaptive guidance methodology is to provide rapid solutions in response to 

unplanned events. If the vehicle is already flying at the maximum range limits there will 

be a limited ability to adjust if either headwinds or increased vehicle drag is encountered. 

Flying at the maximum range capabilities also requires the lateral control logic to remove 

the excessive range by increasing the ground-track geometry resulting in the vehicle to 

flying a larger HAC turn, and steering it farther from the runway. A large HAC geometry 

is not desirable if an updated trajectory solution is required while on this larger HAC and 

correspondingly further from the runway. 

The equilibrium solutions are obtained for a targeted angle-of-attack value which 

results in a specific lift and drag coefficient. The targeted angle-of-attack can be chosen 

along the L/D curve to provide incremental adjustments to the achieved range. Adjusting 

the angle-of-attack is achieved by applying a scale factor, η, to the lift coefficient at 

maximum L/D. The scaled maximum L/D lift coefficient is used in (22) while the 
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corresponding drag is obtained from the vehicle aerodynamic tables for use in (23). The 

nominal energy scaling is selected as 80% of the lift coefficient at maximum L/D. If the 

80%  scaling does not yield a suitable solution, then this ratio can be adjusted as required.  

The formulation is  

 max L/Dnom (  )L LC C αη=  (24) 

Adjusting η down from one changes the range achieved while keeping the 

performance on the front side of the L/D curve.  

The actual QEG solution is a function of the vehicle’s lift and drag characteristics. 

When there are changes in the aerodynamic characteristic the corresponding equilibrium 

solution will change to reflect this. Specifically, when the ratio of maximum L/D is 

changed a new solution results, as is demonstrated in Table 5. With an increasing scale 

on the input drag data, the equilibrium flight-path angle becomes steeper. 

 

Table 5. Change in Equilibrium Solution with Input Aero 

Drag Perturbation Flight-Path-Angle 

(deg) 

Dynamic Pressure 

(psf) 

Maximum L/D 

Nominal Aero -13.014 204.275 4.894 

Add 15% Drag -14.608 205.795 4.257 

Add 30% Drag -16.430 203.985 3.766 
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5.7. FORWARD PATH LINEAR TRACKING LAW 

The tracking law is developed using state-space control theory. The flight-path 

angle and dynamic pressure time-rate differential equations are both divided by the 

energy time-rate equation, and these two equations are linearized about the QEG solution. 

Therefore, the state variables are the deviations of the vehicle dynamic pressure and 

flight-path angle away from the equilibrium solution ( ,ref refq )γ  

 L

q q
A B C

h h
γ γ

⎡ ⎤∆ ∆⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∆ = ∆ + ∆⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∆ ∆⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

&

&
&

 (25) 

For the given set of state matrices, Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) theory can 

be used to derive a set of closed-loop gains to achieve an acceptable tracking response. 

LQR theory requires determining a control input (∆CL for our formulation) to minimize a 

quadratic performance index that balances weighting on the state and control effort 

deviation from the reference conditions 

 
( ) ( ) ( )2

max /

T

ref ref Lref L

T

ref QEG QEG Lref L L D

J Q R C

q C C

ξ ξ ξ ξ

ξ γ

∞

−∞

= − − + −

⎡ ⎤= =⎣ ⎦

∫
r r r r

r

C
 (26) 

where the respective state and control weighting matrices, Q (2X2) and R (scalar), are 

tuned to adjust the response characteristics of the linear closed-loop dynamics. The 

closed-loop poles are placed for improved damping and shorter response time. The 

optimal control effort takes the form 

 ( )1 T
L rC R B P efξ ξ−∆ = − −  (27) 

where P is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation 
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  (28) 
1 0T TA P PA PBR B P Q−+ − + =

and is the deviation from the reference condition which is nominally the lift 

coefficient at maximum L/D. Two gains are determined from the LQR formulation for 

weighting the state error in dynamic pressure and flight-path angle, 

LC∆

QK  and Kγ . 

Evaluating (27) leads to the actual lift coefficient command 

 ( ) ( )max /L L L D Q ref refC C K q q Kγ γ γ= + − + −  (29) 

Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the closed-loop responses for flight-path angle and 

dynamic pressure for an initial state: h0 = 98,000 ft, V0 = 2800 ft/s, γ0 = -10 deg.  Figure 

19 demonstrates that the closed-loop dynamic pressure tracks the QEG solution nicely. 
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Figure 18.  Closed-Loop Flight-Path Angle Profile  
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Figure 19.  Closed-Loop Dynamic Pressure Profile  

5.8. EQUILIBRIUM GLIDE-SLOPE AND CUBIC DYNAMIC PRESSURE REFERENCE 

Figure 20 and Figure 21 illustrate the performance improvement in the LOER 

algorithm due to the new longitudinal guidance for the dynamic pressure and flight-path 

angle. The responses compare flying at maximum L/D (undamped) down to a fixed 

transition altitude and the new linear tracking response (damped). The undamped 

response uses the angle-of-attack control until a fixed transition altitude of 30,000 ft is 

reached. At that point, the cubic dynamic pressure profile is initiated and tracked down to 

the ALI altitude.  

Simply applying the angle-of-attack for maximum L/D without acquiring an 

equilibrium state, leads to large oscillations in both the dynamic pressure and flight-path 

angle, and a significant reduction in range. The low phugoid damping ratio leads to high 

amplitude oscillations that exceed the vehicle dynamic pressure limit. Increasing the 
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angle-of-attack increases the vehicle drag which bleeds off velocity curtailing the rise in 

dynamic pressure due to the phugoid oscillations when flying at maximum L/D 

throughout the flight regime. The equilibrium glide-path solution is a near optimal 

response that quickly dampens the state response and achieves the equilibrium glide 

condition corresponding to maximum L/D. 
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Figure 20. Comparing the Dynamic Pressure Response 
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Figure 21. Comparing the Flight-Path Angle Response 

5.9. BACKWARDS INTEGRATED APPROACH AND LANDING TRAJECTORY 

The Approach and Landing trajectory is computed by integrating from the user 

supplied touchdown conditions back through three segments: final flare, pullup, and steep 

glide-slope. Approach and Landing assumes that the vehicle has been aligned with the 

runway so there are no lateral states or bank commands included in the point-mass 

equations of motion. The boundary constraints are the user supplied touchdown 

conditions and the equilibrium dynamic pressure and flight-path angle at hALI. The free 

tuning parameter is the flight-path angle at the start of the final flare and the output of the 

process is the downrange coordinate at which state constraints are satisfied.  

Given the flight-path angle and (user-supplied) altitude at the start of final flare, 

the range from the touchdown point is computed 
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( )

( ) ( )
3

2 tan tan
TD ff

ff
TD ff

h h
s

γ γ

−
=

+
 (30) 

Point-mass altitude, velocity, and flight-path angle are integrated backwards 

through final flare with range as the independent variable proceeding from zero at 

touchdown back to ffs . The state values at ffs define the interface between final flare and 

pullup flight phases. The flight-path angle is implicitly constrained in this integration 

because of the cubic relationship between altitude and downrange. 

The backwards integration uses flight-path-angle as the independent variable 

starting at the flight-path angle at final flare and ending at the equilibrium flight-path 

angle. The pull-up flight phase decreases the equilibrium dynamic pressure coming off of 

the glide-slope to the value at the start of final flare ( , )ff ff ffq h V . The decrease in 

dynamic pressure corresponds to a more shallow flight-path. The backwards integration 

bridges the shallow flight-path angle at the start of final flare to the steep equilibrium 

flight-path angle along the glide-slope. The point-mass altitude, velocity, and downrange 

coordinate are integrated backwards from ff eqγ γ γ∆ = −  back up to 0γ∆ = . The state 

coordinates at the boundary define the interface between pullup and steep glide-slope 

flight phases.  

The steep glide-slope phase performs backwards integration from the pullup 

altitude back up to hALI.  The only applied constraint is that the flight-path angle remains 

constant. Integrating the states back up to the interface altitude yields a velocity which is 

used to compute the dynamic pressure. If this value is not equal to the defined 

equilibrium dynamic pressure the entire integration loop is repeated with an updated 

value for the flight-path angle at the start of final flare.  
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A simple line search is used to search for the final flare flight-path angle. Once 

the dynamic pressure constraint is satisfied (the flight-path angle constraint is implicit in 

the solution) the resulting downrange coordinate is output as the boundary constraint for 

the forward integration. Figure 22 illustrates each segment of the integration with the 

appropriate boundary conditions and independent variables. 
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Figure 22.  Backwards Integration for A&L. External Constraints are Highlighted 

 

5.10. RANGE CONTROL 

There are two methods by which the LOER algorithm solution process manages 

vehicle range capabilities. Both methods operate on the assumption that there is a HAC 

configuration and energy profile that causes the vehicle to overshoot the landing point. 

Each method then makes the appropriate modifications to decrease how far the vehicle 

flies. The first method is to adjust the geometric parameters of the heading alignment 
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cone to land the vehicle at the target and with the correct touchdown conditions. For 

cases in which the vehicle initial condition is close to the runway centerline, adjusting the 

ground-track is ineffective and a second method of adapting the lift coefficient scaling is 

used. 

 

 

5.10.1. RANGE CONTROL BY ADAPTING GROUND-TRACK 

Trajectory solutions are obtained by exploiting both of the geometric HAC 

parameters (i.e. XHAC and RF).  Increasing either parameter increases the ground-track 

range, thus reducing how far the vehicle flies. The ability of a vehicle to perform an OH 

HAC is dependent on its initial energy relative to the distance to the runway. If the initial 

energy state relative to the range-to-runway is too low, a DIR HAC trajectory is 

attempted. The premise of this logic is that in most cases, the OH HAC trajectory 

involves a much longer ground-track than the DIR HAC trajectory.  Initial conditions that 

fall just short of the energy required to complete an OH HAC will have an excessive 

amount of range to remove in the much shorter ground-track geometry of the DIR HAC 

(i.e. the vehicle energy state will cause a substantial overshoot of the target).  Range 

control by adapting ground-track removes the overshoot resulting from an OH or DIR 

HAC by  shifting the X-coordinate of the HAC center away from the runway and/or 

increasing the size of the HAC radius. 

Multiple solution combinations of these HAC parameters exist which land the 

vehicle with the desired touchdown conditions. Figure 23 and Figure 24 show an example 
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of multiple solutions found for an OH HAC, and the corresponding ground-track biases 

for each solution. 
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Figure 23. Solution Set for HAC Parameters RF and XHAC 
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Figure 24.  Ground-track Biases for an Overhead HAC Solution Set 
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5.10.2. RANGE CONTROL BY ADAPTING LIFT COEFFICIENT SCALING 

There is a subset of vehicle initial conditions that cannot be solved using the 

method of longitudinal and lateral decoupling.  If the vehicle initial crossrange state is 

aligned, or nearly aligned, with the runway then there is no capability of the DIR HAC to 

remove any appreciable range with the available HAC tuning parameters. The 

effectiveness of the tuning parameters decreases as the vehicle initial position falls in line 

with the runway as illustrated in Figure 25. Large increments in the tuning parameters are 

required for small changes in the achieved ranges with the efficiency decreasing the 

closer the initial crossrange comes to the runway centerline. In these cases, the 

assignment of the ground-track constraint to the lateral control path is largely ineffective.  

Adaptive energy management along the longitudinal energy path is required to 

satisfy the range requirements, and is achieved with careful selection of the scale factor in 

(24). The switch to adopt adaptive lift coefficient scaling as opposed to ground-track 

modification is initiated by means of a sensitivity check of the achieved range relative to 

a perturbation in a ground-track tuning parameter. If the sensitivity falls below a set 

value, then adaptive scaling of the lift coefficient is employed. 
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Figure 25.  Effectiveness of Range Control by Tuning HAC Parameters  

 

5.11. ALGORITHM PROCEDURES 

5.11.1. PROGRAM FLOW 

The LOER algorithm is implemented as an embedded Matlab function within 

Simulink. There is a primary function calling multiple subfunctions that solve various 

parts of the algorithm. 
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Figure 26. Flowchart Illustrating General Algorithm Organization 

Further improvements to process efficiency were achieved by coding the 

numerical trajectory integration (forward and backward) directly in C instead of 

embedded Matlab. Direct C-coding of the numerical integration resulted in better 

optimality than was achieved by allowing Matlab to compile the m-code to C. The 

implementation was simplified by calling the custom C-routines from within the existing 

embedded Matlab program structure to replace the corresponding m-function calls.  
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5.11.2. MODE LOGIC 

Another aspect of process efficiency is the number of integrations required to 

converge to a solution.  Mode logic was implemented to quickly bound the solution by 

checking all possible trajectory solutions in sequential order, as well as alternate runways, 

when applicable.  Phase 1 and Phase 2 flow structures are illustrated in Figure 27 and 

Figure 28, respectively.   

The following summarizes the basic two-phase mode logic: 

1. Phase 1: Ultimate Bound Check 

a. Check ultimate bound in OH at maximum margin, η = 0.875ηmax. 

b. Check ultimate bound in DIR at maximum η = ηmax. 

c. Sensitivity Check: Determine if adapting ground-track is viable, 

otherwise, choose Adaptive CL scaling. 

d. Check ultimate bound in OH at η = ηmax in case OH geometry is 

shorter than DIR due to large acquisition turn. 

e. Target new touchdown velocity (evaluated for new ultimate ηmax = 1) 

and repeat trials (a-d) as necessary. 

f. Switch runways and repeat trials (a-d) as necessary. 

2.  Phase 2: Margin Check – Increment η from minimum value up to an 

acceptable parameter 

a. Initialize at the converged mode of the ultimate bound, check at 

minimum margin (η = 0.8 ηmax or η = 0.875ηmax) 

b.  Increment by 5% (as needed) until minimum bound overshoots target. 
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Figure 27. Flowchart for Phase 1 Mode Logic 
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Figure 28. Flowchart for Phase 2 Mode Logic 
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5.12. ITERATIVE SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The complete LOER reference trajectory, from vehicle initial conditions to 

landing, involves combining the forward TAEM integration and backward A&L 

integrations.  A major consideration in generating the reference trajectory is the 

continuity of the state trajectories at the transition point, ALI, where TAEM and A&L are 

pieced together.  In early work, A&L trajectory constraints were computed a priori based 

on desired touchdown and interface conditions. The A&L reference velocity, flight-path 

angle, altitude, and downrange are integrated backwards through the final flare, pullup, 

and steep glide-slope to some pre-determined altitude, hALI, which specified a fixed range 

from touchdown (XALI). This integration was done assuming that crossrange and heading 

errors were both zero (i.e. the vehicle is perfectly aligned with the runway).  Then 

feedback control would be used on angle-of-attack to match the energy constraints at the 

interface altitude and adapt the ground-track parameters to satisfy the range constraints. 

The energy constraints, however, were not always satisfied, such as in cases where the 

vehicle comes off the HAC too close to XALI.  The reason for this is that tracking of the 

equilibrium states becomes poor around the HAC due to the rapidly varying steep bank-

angle. Figure 29 shows that residual errors in both crossrange, Y, and runway-relative 

heading angle, χ, were apparent when the forward and backward solutions were 

connected. 
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Figure 29. Discontinuity Between Forward and Backwards Integrations 

These state errors may be eliminated by extending the forward integration to a 

lower interface altitude, hAL., where we may be assured that energy tracking has been 

recovered, post the HAC turn.  Instead of viewing the A&L solution as a fixed constraint, 

we can modify our definition of the ALI altitude to the new altitude at which TAEM has 

recovered energy and crossrange tracking (i.e., when Y=0).  The energy conditions 

achieved at the end of the forward integration ( and ref refq γ ) are used to generate a new 

backwards integrated solution and a new target downrange coordinate, XAL,back. A 

downrange error, dX, remains at the transition altitude. 

  (31) ,AL for AL backdX X X= − ,

Figure 30 illustrates the remaining error as a result of satisfying the energy conditions at 

the interface altitude. 
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Figure 30. Iteration Attempts to Satisfy Range Energy Constraints at Interface 

Minimizing this downrange error at ALI is the driver for the iterative solution 

search for both range control by adapting ground-track and range control by adapting lift 

coefficient scaling.  For range control by adapting ground-track, a search on the HAC 

geometry initializes the HAC parameters to some minimum values, RF0 and XHAC.0, and 

integrates the forward and backwards trajectories.  A secant search method is used to 

update XHAC. 

 , , 1HAC i HAC i HACX X X−= − ∆  (32) 

where the necessary change is driven by the downrange bias 

 ,
1

, 1HAC i HAC i
i i

dXX
dX dX

X −
−

∆ = ∆
−

 (33) 
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Continuously resolving the backwards integrated A&L trajectory to match the 

energy conditions at the end of the forward integrated trajectory provides a smooth and 

continuous trajectory at the transition point, with only a small discontinuity remaining in 

the downrange coordinate.  

The iterative solution process for range control by ground-track adaptation is 

summarized as follows: 

1. Start at a minimum RF and XHAC  

a. Integrate the forward trajectory to a desired ALI altitude. 

b. Use the flight-path-angle and dynamic pressure achieved to re-solve 

the backwards integrated A&L trajectory. 

c. Compute the downrange bias, dX, at the transition point and 

implement a secant search to adjust XHAC. 

d. Repeat (a)-(c) until the bias is within the desired tolerance. 

2. If no HAC parameter combinations result in a bias within tolerance, increment 

RF (∆= 1000 ft) and repeat (1)-(2) as needed. 

 

A similar iterative procedure is used for range control by adapting lift coefficient 

scaling.  The forward path integration is repeated with updated values of the scale factor, 

η, until the desired range is achieved. Each iteration of the scale factor results in a new 

equilibrium solution from (22) and (23) which leads to a new A&L backwards integrated 

solution. From here, a line search is employed to update the value of the scale factor. 

Once the states match (within tolerance) at the A&L interface, the appropriate scale 

factor has been selected.   
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5.13. ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS 

The prior section presented the theoretical basis for the LOER algorithms.  A 

large part of the work on presented here that has gone into the LOER software deals with 

the engineering task of turning a new, theoretical guidance concept into a practical 

software package.  Some of the many enhancements and modifications to the basic 

approach that have been developed are presented in this chapter.  These include: 

1. improving the acquisition turn 

2. calculating appropriate minimum geometries when bank-angle saturates, 

and when the current state is close to the runway,  

3. applying acceleration limits,  

4. constraining angle-of-attack as a function of mach,  

5. including the effects of winds 

6. Insuring that successive guidance calls yield similar trajectory solutions 

7. Improving run-time by an order of magnitude 

Many other smaller improvements were also necessary to achieve a fully robust, useful 

guidance solution, such as modifying the mode logic, tracking vehicle phases, enforcing 

control limits, etc.  Presented here are the most important and noteworthy of the 

engineering developments. 

 

 

5.14.    SUSTAINED ACQUISITION TURNS 

The outer limits of the vehicle footprint show that certain initial conditions place 

the vehicle at its maximum range capabilities, but may require either a direct fly-in to the 

runway or a 180 deg HAC turn to reach the runway.  In some cases, these trajectories 
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require a large, sustained acquisition turn, affecting the vehicle’s ability to turn quickly to 

get aligned with the runway while preserving energy. During steep banking, the control 

law (29) does not provide enough lift to track the equilibrium glide solution so the 

optimal range trajectory is not attained.  

Increasing the bank command is one way to achieve a higher turn rate around the 

acquisition turn.  Figure 31 shows the altitude and range-to-go profiles for increasing 

bank commands, where the blown-out insert emphasizes the range-to-go at the ALI 

altitude.  For both a shallow and steep bank command, the range requirements are beyond 

the vehicle capabilities.  Though a steeper bank has less range to cover, the vehicle loses 

altitude too quickly.  There exists an optimal bank-angle that can maintain the range 

requirements to reach the runway, but exceeds the established vehicle banking limits.   
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Figure 31. Altitude and Range-to-Go Profiles for Various Bank-Angles 
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The nominal lift control assumes 

 
2sinL mRφ ψ= &  (34) 

where lift is defined as 

 L mg=  (35) 

and turn rate is 

 
2 sin

R
gψ φ=&  (36) 

In order to improve range performance during large acquisition turns, sustained 

banking actually requires a higher lift than the nominal lift at maximum L/D to maximize 

turn rate while preserving altitude.  If we assume actual lift force as 

 cos
mgL φ=  (37) 

then the turn rate becomes 

 
2 sin

cosR
g φ

φψ =&  (38) 

During a sustained steep banking acquisition turn, the nominal lift command is 

amplified to increase lift for a higher turn rate. 

 
( )max

cos

LoDL
Lref L

C
C

α

φ
= C+ ∆  (39) 

Figure 32 compares ground-track trajectories for different bank commands.  The 

new amplified lift command is able to achieve the higher turn rate needed without 

exceeding the vehicle bank limits and retain range capabilities to reach the runway. 
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Figure 32. Ground-track for Various Large Acquisition Turns 

 
 
5.15. MINIMUM HAC RADIUS 

In the process of evaluating high energy, short range trajectories, it was observed 

that starting the HAC at such high velocities would actually saturate the bank commands 

for the nominal minimum HAC turn. When the bank-angle is saturated (i.e. the bank-

angle is at the maximum allowed value), the target HAC turn cannot be tracked as shown 

in Figure 33 and Figure 34. 
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Figure 33. Ground-track Corresponding to Nominal Minimum Radius 
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Figure 34. Bank-Angle Saturation for a Nominal Minimum HAC Radius 
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Although the original methodology of the TAEM algorithm was capable of 

computing a successful trajectory for such initial conditions, failure was reported because 

the initial run was computed at a HAC radius that was too small.  Therefore, an online 

computation of a minimum HAC geometry was added to the forward integration of the 

TAEM trajectory. The HAC geometry is parameterized by the HAC center location, 

XHAC, and the radius at the bottom of the HAC, RF.  Given a set of initial conditions, the 

initial forward integration is performed at a set of minimum HAC conditions defined a 

priori.  Constraints on the HAC radius are actually a function of the longitudinal flight 

conditions during the HAC turn. Specifically, the vehicle speed at the start of the HAC 

turn defines the required bank-angle to fly a specific radius. Instead of using a preset 

minimum radius, the minimum is now determined online by integrating the trajectory 

down to initiation of the HAC turn and computing what the minimum radius must be in 

order to successfully navigate the HAC, without exceeding some nominal bank-angle. 

The online radius computation enhances the robustness of the current algorithm.  Figure 

35 and Figure 36 demonstrate the resulting ground-track and bank-angle commands as a 

result of computing the appropriate minimum radius. The new minimum radius is 

calculated large enough that the bank-angle does not saturate and a successful HAC turn 

is achieved. The algorithm can initiate from the reported overshoot to iterate on the 

appropriate ground-track parameters.   
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Figure 35. Ground-track Corresponding to Minimum Radius Computed Online 
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Figure 36. Bank-Angle Command for an Appropriate Minimum Radius 
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5.16. MINIMUM HAC CENTER 

Another consideration when searching for a solution is the location of the 

minimum HAC, where the minimum HAC is the geometry which results in the greatest 

overshoot.  LOER typically assumes that the minimum HAC turn is centered at the 

downrange interface, XALI, between the forward TAEM and backward A&L integrated 

trajectories. In some cases, such as initial conditions close to XALI, attempting to acquire 

the HAC at XALI can cause the vehicle to lose enough range such that it can no longer 

reach the runway.  An enhancement to the LOER algorithm locates a new minimum 

solution by projecting the vehicle’s initial state along the initial heading to a location 

tangent to a new HAC.  The projected location, Xproject, is then shifted by the turn radius, 

RTurn, to locate the new minimum HAC center, XHACmin.  Figure 37 illustrates the 

projection to find the appropriate minimum HAC turn, and Figure 38 shows that the 

adjusted minimum HAC center results in sustained vehicle range capability and the 

solution process can iterate on the final XHAC to remove the remaining overshoot. 
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Figure 37. Projection from Initial State to Locate New Minimum HAC Center 
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Figure 38. New Trajectory Targeting Adjusted Minimum HAC Location 
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5.17. TRAJECTORY UPDATING 

For adaptive guidance, LOER may be called repeatedly throughout flight.  The 

current state of LOER can only accommodate trajectory updating while in phase 1 (HAC 

acquisition). Desirable performance attributes for trajectory updating include reshaped 

trajectories should produce a nearly same trajectory, feasible trajectories remain feasible 

when regenerated at lower points, and robustness to slightly off nominal conditions.  

In order to maintain similar HAC geometries for trajectory updating, LOER’s 

mode logic correctly initializes the relevant HAC parameters (mode number or HAC 

geometry type  and HAC radius) based on the information known from the previous 

solution.  An example update initiated from a nominal OH HAC trajectory is illustrated 

in Figure 39, where the update condition corresponds to a point where the vehicle has 

already crossed the runway centerline.  Figure 40 shows how a DIR HAC is now the 

appropriate solution in order to continue along the original trajectory, while initiating an 

OH HAC would result in a completely new, long-range trajectory.  
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Figure 39.  Initiating a Trajectory Update After Crossing the Runway Centerline 
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Figure 40.  Comparison of Trajectory Updating with a DIR and OH HAC  
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An example trajectory with updates at every 5 seconds is shown in Figure 41, 

where the blown out insert highlights the changing HAC turn behavior for updated 

solutions. The HAC geometry switches, as expected, from OH to DIR once the vehicle 

has crossed the runway centerline and the reshaped trajectories are nearly identical. 
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Figure 41. Trajectory Updates and HAC Turns  

For trajectory regeneration while already on a HAC turn or in the event of 

changes in vehicle capabilities, e.g. wind or aerodynamic dispersions, it may be more 

desirable to no longer track a circular HAC turn, but to ‘cut the corner’ in order to shorten 

the ground-track.  To define the new ground-track geometry for the HAC turn during a 

trajectory update, a minimum radius, i.e. maximum bank, trajectory is propagated 

forward for the initial update point and backward for the final update point of the 

previous reference.  Connecting the tangent to these two minimum radius turns generates 

the minimum ground-track geometry for the HAC turn.  Then a homotopy is applied as a 
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linear mapping between the nominal reference and the minimum geometry in order to 

adjust the range covered, illustrated in Figure 42. 

When a trajectory update is generated while on the HAC the scale value that 

adjusts the linear mapping between the minimum and nominal geometry is searched until 

the appropriate ground-track is achieved. 
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Figure 42. Trajectory Updating with Linear Homotopy for New HAC Turn Geometry 

 
 
5.18. EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE DEPENDENT WIND PROFILES 

To correctly model a steady wind for a point mass vehicle, wind implementation 

should include modification to the dynamic pressure as well as changes in the lift and 

drag contributions to the flight-path equations of motion.  Consider the free-body 
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diagram for a tailwind in Figure 43, where the subscript “inf” refers to the “free stream” 

condition and ε = γ -  γinf > 0 for a tailwind (and ε = γ -  γinf < 0 for a headwind). 
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Figure 43. Free Body Diagram with Tailwind 

Drag force, D, acts in the opposite direction of the relative wind and lift force, L 

acts perpendicular to the relative wind.  Assuming sideslip angle (β) is zero, then 

velocity, lift, and drag vectors all lie in the aircraft plane of symmetry.  Applying the 

correct lift and drag effects to the point mass equations of motion involve finding the 

right transformations from the wind relative frame and the inertial velocity-relative frame 

of reference.  Define relative wind (rw) velocity  

infrw WV V V= −        (40) 
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5.18.1. MODIFICATIONS TO FLIGHT-PATH EQUATIONS 

The required modifications to the lift and drag contributions to the flight-path 

equations due to a steady wind can be determined by successive rotations of the wind-

relative force vector.   

1. Transform the force vector from the wind frame to the NED frame by a 

backwards rotation through the free stream bank, flight-path , and heading 

angles ( ), ,V NED w wT C µ γ χ
∞ → ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦  

2. Transform from the NED frame to the inertial flight-path frame by forward 

rotation through the vehicle heading and flight-path angles  

( ),
iNED FPT C χ γ→ ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦  

The direction cosine matrices for each rotation are defined as 

c c s s c c s c c s s
c s s s s c c c s s c

s s c c c

w w w w w w w w

V NED w w w w w w w w

w w w

s
T s

γ χ µ γ χ µ χ µ γ χ µ χ
γ χ µ γ χ µ χ µ γ χ µ χ

γ µ γ µ γ
∞→

− +⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= +⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥− −⎣ ⎦

−  

c c c s s
s c 0

s c s s c
PiNED FT

γ χ γ χ γ
χ χ

γ χ γ χ γ
→

−⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

PiV NED NED FT T
∞ → →Τ = ∗  

Upon applying the transformation matrix, T, to the wind-relative force vector the 

force components in the inertial flight-path frame are revealed as 

 
11 13

21 23

31 33

Px

Py

Pz

F D
F D
F D

L
L
L

= Τ + Τ
= Τ + Τ
= Τ + Τ

 (41) 
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where, , refers to the  (ith, jth) element of the transformation matrix. The modified 

point-mass expressions for the LOER integration become 

ijT

 sin 0PxFV g
m

γ−
= − =&  (42) 

 cosPzF g
mV V

γ γ= −&  (43) 

 
cos
PyF

mV
χ

γ
=&  (44) 

 

5.18.2. EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF STEADY WINDS 

The presence of winds has no effect on quasi-equilibrium dynamic pressure, but 

do have an effect the quasi-equilibrium flight-path angle.  As seen in Table 6, for a 

tailwind, QEG flight-path angle becomes shallower than the no wind result, while a 

headwind causes a steeper QEG flight-path angle. Figure 44 and Figure 45 show this 

effect over a range of steady wind values and also demonstrates how flying at a different 

η-scaling varies the result. Varying the η-scaling effectively changes the desired lift over 

drag ratio which is expected to change the QEG solution. 
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Table 6. QEG Solutions with Winds 

Winds Flight-Path-Angle (deg) Dynamic Pressure (psf) 

None -13.014 204.275 

30 knot tail -11.785 204.275 

30 knot head -14.522 204.275 
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Figure 44. QEG Dynamic Pressure Solutions with Winds  
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Figure 45. QEG Flight-Path Angle Solutions with Winds  

 

5.19. CONSTRAINED ANGLE-OF-ATTACK COMMANDS 

There are several reasons to constrain the commanded angle-of-attack away from 

the value produced by the linear guidance control. Two specific cases that have been 

addressed within LOER are acceleration limits and mach-dependent angle-of-attack 

limits to avoid untrimmable flight regions. 

 

5.19.1. LOAD FACTOR LIMITS 

Load factor limits have been applied within the guidance algorithm by limiting 

the commanded angle-of-attack if the resulting load factor exceeds some desired value. 

The load factor becomes particularly relevant in cases where there is a steep dive into the 
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atmosphere and guidance commands a large increase in angle-of-attack to pull the vehicle 

out of the dive while trying to track the QEG solution. Load factor limits also become a 

concern during acquisition turns in which the lift increases to maintain the sink rate. 

Depending on the vehicle speed and altitude, this large positive angle-of-attack command 

might exceed the nominal load factor limits. The guidance algorithm actively checks the 

load factor corresponding to the commanded angle-of-attack 

 ( cos sinz L D
qSn C C
mg

)α α= +  (45) 

If it the commanded angle-of-attack exceeds the load factor, a line-search 

algorithm is applied to locate the angle-of-attack that matches the limit. Hence when the 

limit would nominally be violated, LOER outputs an angle-of-attack that rides this limit 

until the nominal guidance commands fall back within bounds. This is illustrated in 

Figure 46, Figure 47, and Figure 48for a high altitude initial condition at a steep flight-

path angle. As dynamic pressure builds up with the steep dive, the guidance routine 

commands the maximum angle-of-attack which pulls up the flight-path angle to attempt 

to track the QEG solution and also dampens the spike in dynamic pressure. When load 

factor limiting is applied the vehicle is not able to achieve its maximum angle-of-attack 

and therefore not able to pull up as quickly. Because the vehicle is not able to pull out of 

the dive as quickly the dynamic pressure spikes higher. In some cases it might exceed the 

maximum value. Load factor effectively creates a dynamic upper limit on angle-of-attack 

and when this limit is more conservative than the natural limit it results in degraded 

performance.  
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Figure 46. Nominal and Limited Load Factor Response for Initial Steep Dive 
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Figure 47. Nominal and Limited Angle-of-attack Response for Initial Steep Dive 
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Figure 48. Nominal and Limited Dynamic Pressure Response for Initial Steep Dive 

 
5.19.2. EXPLICIT MACH-DEPENDENT ANGLE-OF-ATTACK LIMITS 

The LOER algorithm accepts a two-dimensional input table of upper and lower 

limits on acceptable angle-of-attack commands as a function of Mach. Thus, the user can 

explicitly define preferable regions for the guidance algorithm to navigate the vehicle. 

The implementation differs from the load factor limiting which is a dynamic check on 

maximum limit. For a fixed input table the two-dimensional lift and drag trim data inputs 

are recreated over the appropriated bounded angle-of-attack range. Hence the upper and 

lower saturation limits take on different values for each mach. Figure 49 demonstrates 

that the LOER guidance algorithm successfully navigates the preferred flight region 

when applying a mach-dependent angle-of-attack limit that interferes with the nominal 

trajectory. The upper and lower limits are applied over a range of mach values. Figure 50 
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illustrates that overly constraining the angle-of-attack command at high mach values can 

degrade the ability of the vehicle to pull out of a steep initial dive and can lead the a 

violation of the dynamic pressure constraint of 1000 psf.  
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Figure 49. Mach-Dependent Angle-of-Attack Limiting  
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Figure 50. Change in Dynamic Pressure Response with Mach-Dependent 

Angle-of-Attack Limits 

 
5.20. DELAYED LATERAL GUIDANCE 

Nominal LOER trajectories fly a combination of lateral and longitudinal guidance 

which results in a maneuver that may be too aggressive for the capabilities of some 

vehicles.  Therefore, LOER includes a guidance parameter, guidanceq , a user-supplied 

threshold that delays lateral guidance until dynamic pressure builds up to some desired 

limit, holding a constant bank and allowing angle-of-attack to change according to 

longitudinal guidance. 
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5.21. RUN TIME IMPROVEMENTS IN LOER ALGORITHM 

During maturation of the algorithm functionality Barron Associates has also 

focused on methods of decreasing the total simulation time. This problem can be 

addressed in two ways  

1. reducing the number of iterations required to converge to an optimal solution  

2. reducing run time of a single numerical integration 

The number of iterations is addressed by implementing the XHAC secant search 

methodology. This results in convergence with a relatively small number of iterations. 

Run time improvements were achieved by first replacing the fixed-step integration with 

adaptive stepsize integration. Substantial run time improvements were later achieved by 

coding the entire numerical propagation directly in C. 

 

5.21.1. ADAPTIVE STEPSIZE INTEGRATION 

The first aspect of process efficiency that has been improved is the time required 

for a single numerical integration. The original algorithm used a fixed step 2nd order 

midpoint solution and an adaptive stepsize feature was explored using an embedded 

method to compute the truncation error on each step yielded improvements in efficiency.  

The adaptive stepsize formulation was able to switch between using the Dormand-Price 

method with a fifth-order computation with a fourth-order error check (5/4 method) and 

the Bogacki-Shampine method which employs a second-order computation with a third-

order error check. The truncation error is defined as the difference between the actual and 

embedded outputs  
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5.21.2. CONVERSION FROM EMBEDDED MATLAB TO C 

The LOER algorithm is implemented as an embedded Matlab function within 

Simulink. There is a primary function calling multiple subfunctions that solve various 

parts of the algorithm: 

1. Initialization of input structures 

2. Equilibrium glide-slope solution 

3. Mode Logic Computation 

4. Incremental Solution Search 

a. Forward Numerical Integration through entry/TAEM 

b. Backwards Numerical Integration through A&L 

5. Formulating output structures  

Further improvements to process efficiency were achieved by coding the 

numerical trajectory integration (forward and backward) directly in C instead of 

embedded Matlab. Direct C-coding of the numerical integration resulted in better 

optimality than was achieved by allowing Matlab to compile the m-code to C. The 
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implementation was simplified by calling the custom C-routines from within the existing 

embedded Matlab program structure to replace the corresponding m-function calls.  

 

5.21.3. LOER RUNTIME RESULTS  

Table 7 shows the improvements in run time for a single trajectory integration and 

reflect a sampling of test cases.  The current run-times are listed in the final column.   

Table 7.  Comparison of Run Times for a Single Iteration 

 
Adaptive Step Adaptive Step Fixed Step Size Size Size C 

ODE23 (dt = 0.2 sec) ODE45
T
 

est Cases ix
test_case = 1, 095012_nominal_taem_ic

0.7470 1 12.1612 1.0320 0.0094
0.6911 0.006211.6550 1.01335
0.5920 11 10.6900 0.8762 0.0035
0.5867 16 10.0919 0.8150 0.0097

test_case = 5, long range, "spokes of a wheel"
h_ic = 100e3 0.6390 0.008414.1634 0.93841

0.6887 14.0408 0.9842 0.00923

test_case = 6, short range, "spokes of a wheel"
h_ic = 69e3 0.6578 1 14.1496 0.9793 0.0063

0.6789 0.007614.2206 0.89063
 

Run Time  (sec)

With this improvement to the algorithm efficiency, the average run time for a complete 

solution across all test cases is 1.0225 seconds with a maximum run time of 6.103 

seconds. The standard deviation is 0.6654 seconds which shows that most cases solve 

very quickly with a few outliers. These results are obtained running on a standard desktop 

machine.  
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND TESTING WITH LOER 

To test the robustness of the LOER guidance algorithm, a number of different 

tests were run with multiple vehicles and a variety of initial conditions.  The LOER 

algorithms have been tested much more comprehensively then the TAEM test suite.  The 

major testing has consisted of: 

1. Nominal test cases 

2. Standard suite of test cases, determined by Air Force and contractor 

requirements for test program 

a. Initial conditions derived from engine failures on ascent 

b. Maximum range test cases 

c. High energy, near runway 

d. Verification of solution similarity during successive guidance updates 

e. High altitude, positive flight-path angle 

3. Footprint analysis 

4. Systematic state dispersion testing 

5. Multiple vehicle testing 

a. Three different RLV models 

b. Space Shuttle (traditional TAEM ICs) 

c. Gliding Sonobuoy 

6. Imbedding LOER into guidance for earlier flight phase (rocket-back) 
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6.1. NOMINAL RESULTS 

Nominal initial conditions for testing the LOER software are derived from a 

reference trajectory for an RLV mission simulating a landing at Edwards AFB.  The 

initial conditions are similar to those presented for the TAEM software, however a much 

higher starting altitude is used.  This type of initial condition was shown earlier to be, in 

general, unsolvable by the TAEM algorithm.  The initial state and several of the 

important constraints are shown in Table 8.  LOER successfully generates a trajectory for 

these initial conditions and plots of the results follow the table. 

 

Table 8: Nominal TAEM Initial Conditions 
Initial Condition/Constraint Value 

Latitude 34.90529 deg 

Longitude -117.8841 deg 

Geodetic Altitude 194,996 ft 

Velocity 2150 ft/s 

Flight-Path Angle -81.9 deg 

Heading Angle 232.9 deg 

Maximum Load Factor 4.5 g 

Maximum Bank Rate 11.5 deg/s 

Maximum Angle-of-Attack Rate 11.5 deg/s 

Maximum Bank 60 deg 

 

Figure 51 shows the ground-track of the trajectory.  The trajectory includes a 

long, straight section ending in an overhead HAC to align with the runway.  The long 
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ground-track is typical of initial conditions from a realistic ascent reference trajectory 

when the guidance is triggered from a high altitude.   
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Figure 51: Nominal LOER Trajectory, Latitude vs. Longitude 

Figure 52 shows the geodetic altitude.  The altitude history shows the vehicle executes a 

sharp pull-up maneuver resulting in a short period of positive flight-path angle, gaining 

altitude, during the time of highest dynamic pressure as can also be seen in Figure 53 and 

Figure 54.    As can be seen by the bank and angle-of-attack plots in Figure 55 and Figure 

56 the bank-angle is maximized during the HAC turn while the angle-of-attack is 

maximized during the pull-up, where often the flight is on the back-side of the L/D curve 
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(a higher lift being required while still acquiring the QEG).  Figure 57 illustrates the 

implicit limiting on load factor, which is set at 4.5 g for this test.  The angle-of-attack 

maintains a high value while the trajectory holds to the maximum load factor during the 

pull-up.  The dynamic pressure peaks at 650 psf.  This is well within the limit of 1000 psf 

and demonstrates the ability of the linear control law to implicitly minimize the dynamic 

pressure peak. 
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Figure 52: Nominal LOER Trajectory, Geodetic Altitude vs. Time 
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Figure 53: Nominal LOER Trajectory, Dynamic Pressure vs. Time 
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Figure 54: Nominal LOER Trajectory, Flight-Path Angle vs. Time 
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Figure 55: Nominal LOER Trajectory, Angle-of-Attack vs. Time 
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Figure 56: Nominal LOER Trajectory, Bank-Angle vs. Time 
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Figure 57: Nominal LOER Trajectory, Load Factor (Nz) vs. Time 

 
 

6.2. TEST SUITE 

Various initial conditions were compiled into a test suite comprising of seven main 

categories: 

1. Nominal reference trajectory 

2. Engine 1 failure conditions 

3. Engine 2 failure conditions 

4. Trajectory updates 

5. Maximum range along spokes of a wheel 

6. Minimum range along spokes of a wheel 

7. Direct fly-in to the runway 

8. 180 deg HAC turn to the runway 
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Test case type 1 includes initial conditions with high altitudes, low energy, and 

positive flight-path angles.  Test cases 2 and 3 represent initial conditions after a 

simulated ascent trajectory that includes an early engine failure.  Test case 4 includes a 

number of different initial conditions on an already solved reference trajectory and is 

designed to verify that the solutions remain well behaved under perfect tracking 

conditions.  Test case types 5 and 6 represent long range and short range trajectories, and 

have initial conditions in 30 deg increments, starting from 0 deg and going to 360 deg.  

Test case types 7 and 8 consist of multiple families of trajectories with varying initial 

flight-path angles and altitudes.  In addition to the test suite listed, several aerodynamic 

tables modeling assorted surface failures have been also been tested. A total of 241 test 

cases are represented in the test suite.  Table 9 lists solutions for a sampling of the test 

suite.  These cases are representative of the ability of the LOER algorithm to solve for a 

variety of initial conditions and HAC geometries.  Both the short and long range ground-

track trajectories are shown in Figure 58. The short range, high energy cases are 

characterized by relatively larger HAC radii.  The LOER algorithm is successfully able to 

generate trajectories for all 241 test cases. 
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Table 9.  HAC Parameter Solutions for Various Test Cases 

Test Case Description Index HAC 

Mode 

X_HAC 

(ft) 

RF 

(ft) 

Bias 

(ft) 

Test case = 1, 095012_nominal_taem_ic Ix = 1 OVHD -67638 3000 3.6045 

Test case = 5, long range spokes Jx = 4 DIR -65174 3500 4.8183 

Test case = 6, short range spokes Jx = 4 OVHD -149117 25683 -2.4341

Test case = 7, shallow, no HAC turn Jx = 4 CL Scale -54295 3000 -5.2452

Test case = 8, shallow, HAC turn Jx = 4 OVHD -77300 3000 4.7949 

 

 

Figure 58.  Ground-track for Short and Long Range Test Cases 
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6.3. FOOTPRINT ANALYSIS 

Footprint analysis is another useful way to test the robustness of the LOER 

algorithm as well as providing confirmation that the reshaping algorithm behaves 

sensibly. For some nominal initial condition, LOER attempts to target a grid of landing 

points surrounding the initial condition while varying the landing runway azimuth angle.  

Footprints for points down a nominal trajectory in 100-second intervals are noted in 

Figure 59.  The footprints in Figure 60 exhibit reasonable behavior, shrinking as the 

vehicle continues farther along the trajectory. 
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Figure 59.  Ground-track for a Nominal Initial Condition with Various Points Noted 

Along the Trajectory 
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Figure 60. Footprints Down a Nominal Trajectory 

At 300 seconds, the vehicle is relatively close to the runway and subsequently, the 

footprint does not encompass any regions in which all target runway azimuths are 

achievable.  In fact, the footprint contains an unachievable ‘hole’ located directly in front 

of the vehicle, in which the vehicle is unable to turn to land in any direction.  A more 

detailed footprint displaying the achievable targets by runway angle is shown in Figure 

61 and illustrates that at this close range, achievable landing conditions are a result of 

turning the vehicle in one direction and landing in the same direction.   
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Figure 61. Footprint at 300 sec with Corresponding Target Runway Azimuths 

Footprint behavior is also affected by sensitivity to initial flight-path angle and 

initial energy conditions.  For some fixed initial condition, with initial heading North, 

LOER attempts to target points surrounding the initial condition with 1) No HAC turn 

required and 2) 180 degree HAC turn required for landing.  Sensitivity to increasing 

(steeper) flight-path angle is shown in Figure 62 through Figure 64, with footprints 

shrinking as initial flight-path angle becomes steeper. 
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Figure 62.  Footprint for 0 and 180 deg HAC Turn Required, γ0 = -2.1 deg 
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Figure 63.  Footprint for 0 and 180 deg HAC Turn Required, γ0 = -20 deg 
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Figure 64.  Footprint for 0 and 180 deg HAC Turn Required, γ0 = -40 deg 

Similar footprints are generated by varying initial energy conditions.  For a fixed 

flight-path angle = -11 deg and initial vehicle heading north, sensitivity to initial energy 

is shown in Figure 65, with footprints shrinking with decreasing initial energy. 
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Figure 65.  Footprint with 180 deg HAC for Varying Initial Energy 
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As should be expected, the size of the footprint often means that several runways 

can be reached.  The LOER algorithm is designed to investigate multiple landing sites if 

available and needed.  The plots shown in Figure 66 and Figure 67demonstrate the ability 

of LOER to target multiple runways from a single initial condition.  The initial condition 

is the same as the nominal initial condition detailed above.  The red trajectory achieves 

the Edwards runway, in the preferred landing direction, and blue trajectory achieves the 

Palmdale runway, although it is necessary to fly a direct HAC and also to land in the 

opposite from the preferred runway direction, due to Palmdale being located at the 

extreme limits of the vehicle’s capability. 

 

Figure 66: Multiple Runway LOER Trajectories 
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Figure 67: Multiple Runway LOER Trajectories – Close Up 

 

6.4. MULTIPLE VEHICLE TESTING 

In addition to being tested with a variety of initial conditions, the LOER 

algorithms have been tested with a variety of different vehicle models.  The same test 

suite was run with a second vehicle model and successfully passed all test cases.  The 

result of running a footprint analysis for the same initial conditions for multiple vehicles 

is shown in Figure 68.  The figure shows that the three different RLV vehicle models all 

have very similar footprints, while the Space Shuttle, a significantly less capable vehicle 

has a correspondingly smaller footprint.  
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Figure 68: Multiple Vehicle Footprint 

 
More recently, the LOER algorithm has been used to create a trajectory for a 

gliding sonobuoy proposal.  In this instance, the unpowered vehicle has a maximum L/D 

of approximately 12, and thus is aerodynamically very different from the RLVs 

considered in the present research.  The success of LOER in solving the sonobuoy 

guidance problem with just some minor changes to the algorithms is a further 

demonstration of the robustness of the approach presented here. 
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CHAPTER 7.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 

The field of launch vehicle guidance remains a fertile area of research.  Vehicle 

and mission concepts are constantly evolving and driving the need for guidance solutions 

that are more autonomous, faster running, more robust and reliable than anything 

currently being used.  Guidance concepts for all phases of flight of a reusable booster 

stage are one of the most important areas for current research with immediate 

applicability on several current government projects.  The challenges of designing a 

guidance approach that is both innovative and practical are many.   

 

The research presented here addresses what seems to be a major missing piece of 

launch vehicle guidance.  Although the idea of using a rocket-back turn around maneuver 

is not new, it only recently becoming a preferred method for turning a booster back 

towards the launch/landing site.  This sort of maneuver leads inevitably to a re-entry 

condition that is characterized by a steep flight-path angle and a low kinetic energy, due 

to the mission critical need to impart the maximum energy to the upper stage before 

separation.  This type of re-entry, termed LOER in this research, appears to have not been 

addressed in other work on descent guidance.   

 

The current research significantly advances the knowledge of the type of guidance 

needed for these initial conditions.  The LOER algorithms presented here are innovative 

from a theoretical standpoint in two significant ways.  First, they have specifically been 

designed to work with the aforementioned types of initial conditions, while retaining the 

ability to solve more traditional TAEM guidance problems.  Secondly, the algorithms 
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have been designed to achieve as quickly as possible the steady state glide needed to 

maximize the range capability of the vehicle. 

 

The current research also demonstrates significant advancement of the basic 

concepts from an engineering standpoint, developing the software in a way to make it 

practical for implementation on a real vehicle.  To this end, significant time has been 

spent adding capability to the software, allowing user specification of vehicle modeling 

data and environmental data, explicitly enforcing vehicle constraints as a function of 

flight condition, designing for the purpose of allowing the guidance to run in a 

continuous loop, making significant improvements to the run-time and making a number 

of smaller improvements to insure a realistic, achievable trajectory. 

 

Although improvements to the algorithms and the software continue to be made, 

the current version is able to pass a wide variety of test scenarios designed to push the 

limits of the vehicle capabilities.  The software is able to run on a number of different 

vehicles, with no modifications.  With some slight modifications, the software was able 

to solve the sonobuoy guidance problem, showing its’ applicability to other unpowered 

vehicle concepts beyond launch vehicles.  The current software is highly robust and runs 

quickly enough to be embedded in the guidance for other flight phases. 
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In part due to the newness of this area of research, much work remains to be done.  

Among some of the tasks for future research: 

 

1. Improve A&L to make it flexible for multiple vehicles. 

2. Continue to improve run-time to allow for on-board generation of entire end-to 

end trajectories from launch to touchdown. 

3. Add capability to recalculate trajectory while on the HAC turn or on final 

approach. 

4. Test sensitivity of trajectories to atmospheric modeling errors. 

5. Demonstrate algorithm capability in the presence of poor navigation. 

6. Intelligent choice of which HAC parameters to vary based on ability to handle 

vehicle malfunctions 

 

Although many issues still need to be addressed, the approach presented here and 

developed into a practical software package can be the basis for an embedded on-board 

guidance solution.  The current software is being used on three different government 

programs, and has proven practical for doing rapid mission planning, in addition to the 

usefulness for on-board guidance.  It is anticipated that the general approach will have 

many other applications as well. 
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